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ABSTRACT 

Nineteenth-century Paris witnessed a proliferation of representations of prostitution, including 

extensive visual imagery of women of ill repute. Completed in 1896 and comprised of a cover, 

frontispiece and ten colour lithographs, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec’s Elles series observes fin-de-

siècle brothel sex workers in intimate moments of daily ritual: brushing their hair, adjusting their 

corsets, lounging in bed. The series is outstanding in both subject matter and medium; female 

prostitutes are presented not in relation to their work but in private moments of solitude and Lautrec 

deliberately chose to illustrate these moments within the intimate pages of a print portfolio. This 

thesis is the first study dedicated entirely to Elles, which is often overlooked in art historical 

literature. Lautrec monumentalizes sex workers by treating them as subjects rather than objects, in 

contrast to conventional visual tropes on the topic of commercial sexuality. By contextualizing the 

series in relation to nineteenth-century prostitution and print culture I provide a thorough visual 

analysis of Elles and consider the reasoning for the album’s commercial failure. To understand the 

way in which Lautrec used brothel workers to present the binary notion of intimacy as both sensual 

and private, this study includes analysis of the rise of colour lithography and the personal viewing 

experience of the print portfolio; the way in which the women in Elles are captured seemingly 

enjoying intimate moments within the private chambers of a public brothel; the dichotomous 

nature of the brothel as an interior that is inherently both public and private; and bourgeois ideals 

of domestic interiors and the notion of collecting as a private pursuit. Lautrec’s unconventional 

treatment of late nineteenth-century prostitution engages interiority and intimacy and Elles’s 

combined medium and subject matter make it a distinctly modern body of work. Ultimately, this 

thesis evaluates what it means to create a print portfolio on the theme of prostitution.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction and Literature Review 

 
… the sinister and sombre queen of Paris by night—the prostitute. She is a 
wandering creature who appears in many forms: she murmurs her solicitations at 
the street corners; she brushes by you on the boulevards; you meet her at cafés 
and hotels; she signs to you from her window; she awaits your arrival at the 
railway stations; she watches you from beyond the curtain of the shop where the 
goods displayed are not those which she means to sell. Or, again, she lies 
immured in some dark house, where she offers to all comers her passive lips.1 

 
Octave Uzanne 

Sexual commerce in fin-de-siècle Paris was simultaneously viewed as a symbol of 

modern life and the source of moral decline. Nineteenth-century Parisians understood the 

prostitute2—almost exclusively identified as a woman—as both commodity and contagion in 

equal measure. Confirming the belief that prostitution defined French urban modernity, 

portrayals of sex work and the women involved were bountiful in visual culture. Prostitution as a 

source of creative influence was not unique to the nineteenth-century imaginary. For centuries, 

artists and writers produced works on the subject of women of ill repute and through the mid-

nineteenth century the prostitute as artistic subject was allocated to the mythological or historical 

environ so as to convey a “moralistic overtone” to viewers.3 By the turn-of-the-century, it was 

not the subject matter but the proliferation of works of art on the topic of sexual commerce that 

made it a distinctly nineteenth-century artistic phenomenon. Hollis Clayson notes that “French 

																																																								
1 Octave Uzanne, The Modern Parisienne, 1894, English translation (London: William Heinemann & Company, 
Ltd., 1912), 177. 
2 Nineteenth-century nomenclature defined the sexual economy as prostitution and the working women involved as 
prostitutes. The language used to discuss sexual commerce today has appropriately evolved in an effort to reject the 
stigmatized image that the outdated word “prostitute” tends to conjure, given its ingrained associations with morality 
and criminality. The commonly preferred term “sex worker” ensures that an individual is not defined by their 
occupation and identifies sex work as a form of labour. “Prostitute,” meanwhile, consolidates individual and 
profession, provoking misguided assumptions about character and lifestyle. Throughout this thesis I employ both 
designations, with “prostitute” used in reference to nineteenth-century context and representations and “sex worker” 
when discussing the actual women. This distinction in terminology is not necessarily reflected in the direct citations 
that I include and indeed the vocabulary used in sources on sexual commerce is not especially consistent.     
3 Nienke Bakker, “Maisons closes: The Brothel as a Modern Subject,” in Guy Cogeval et al., Splendour and Misery. 
Pictures of Prostitution in France, 1850-1910 (Paris: Musée d’Orsay/Flammarion, 2015), 120. 
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art on the subject of contemporary prostitution mimetically paralleled the rise of a ‘prostitute 

problem’ in the capital city.”4 Prostitution and, in turn, the art that portrayed it, was increasingly 

associated with modernity due to society’s ever-evolving attitude towards the sexual economy. 

Certainly, there were some artists who continued to favour the conventional formula of the 

demimonde as a fabled personification of vice, but increasingly “male artists came forth with 

images of prostitutes to represent their fantasies about female sexuality.”5 These were real 

women in real urban environments—street corners, cafés, boulevards, shops—the likes of which 

viewers would encounter in their day-to-day lives. Confronted with such frank depictions of the 

erotic entity whose specialty required public presence for the solicitation of private pleasure was 

at once deeply unsettling for bourgeois viewers and a thoroughly modern subject matter for 

artists.  

Comprised of a cover, frontispiece and ten colour lithographs, Henri de Toulouse-

Lautrec’s Elles series of 1896 provides for viewers not a salacious peek into the supposedly 

debased world of sex workers, but rather an intimate collection of prints that focuses on the 

ordinary daily rituals of the women who occupied fin-de-siècle Paris’s upscale maisons de luxes. 

This thesis focuses on the recurring theme of intimacy present in Elles as it pertains to the 

following: the print portfolio as an intimate viewing experience; the way in which the women in 

Elles are captured observing intimate moments within the private spaces of public brothels; and 

the dichotomous nature of the brothel as a space that is both public and private. 

While conducting research on Elles, two things became abundantly clear. Firstly, there is 

a tendency to review these works not in relation to content and form but rather with preconceived 

																																																								
4 Hollis Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in French Art of the Impressionist Era (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1991), 1. 
5 Charles Bernheimer, Figures of Ill Repute: Representing Prostitution in Nineteenth-Century France (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1997), 1. 
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assumptions about the psychology of the women included within the portfolio. Secondly, art 

historians have favoured analyses of the individual lithographs with little thought given to the 

intention or meaning of the series as a whole. This is also a common occurrence in exhibitions 

that include prints from Elles. In October 2015, I was fortunate enough to see the exhibition 

Splendour and Misery. Pictures of Prostitution, 1850-1910 at the Musée d’Orsay in Paris, a 

show that later traveled to Amsterdam.6 This exhibition was the first major show on the subject 

of prostitution in fin-de-siècle European art. Visiting this expansive exhibition informed and 

enhanced my understanding of the visual culture of prostitution and consequently confirmed my 

suspicion that Elles extends a distinctive perspective on fin-de-siècle sexual commerce. While a 

number of works on the topic of commercial sexuality, especially prints, do depict the brothel 

interior, most often these works are explicit or caricatural, illustrating lewd interactions between 

prostitutes and patrons or scantily clad girls in the communal spaces of the houses, eagerly 

waiting to entice incoming clients. If women are shown alone in the brothel, their nude bodies 

are splayed for the male gaze to penetrate, perpetuating the fantasy that even in solitude brothel 

workers were sexually available. In Elles, and some of his other pieces on brothel life, Lautrec 

portrays silent moments of privacy, providing an intimate glimpse of female sex workers in what 

seems to me a dignified and grounded manner. 

As I progressed through each gallery in Splendour and Misery, I hoped Elles would be 

displayed and, if so, wondered how it would be contextualized. In one of the rooms—painted a 

deep shade of red—that focused on the brothel environment, I found Elles; and yet only a few of 

the lithographs were displayed, with no explanation as to why these specific compositions were 

																																																								
6 The consequent exhibition at the Van Gogh Museum was entitled Easy Virtue. Prostitution in French Art, 1850-
1910. 
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selected over the others.7 Fittingly, the prints were hung in a quiet corner, the only space in the 

gallery not overcrowded with spectators and, not surprisingly, the only works which did not 

include salacious subject matter. It was in this moment—standing within an enormous exhibition 

filled to capacity with visitors and art—that I could not help but wonder if this was why the suite 

was also overlooked in its own time. The series is not titillating. There is no sense of the profane; 

spectators could neither gasp nor giggle. In a sea of erotic and even pornographic (and therefore, 

in the eyes of the average viewer, more interesting) artworks, Elles exists quietly on the 

periphery. An exhibition promising prostitution invites curiosity. People largely do not visit for 

the art but to be shocked; they want to see smut under the guise of cultural enlightenment, a fact 

confirmed, in my own experience, by witnessing shocked whispers, flushed cheeks and covered 

mouths, nudges, points and, above all else, aggressive shoving to view the most provocative 

pieces. This was especially true in an adjacent cramped room—an alcove enshrouded by red 

velvet curtains and exterior signage indicating that only those eighteen and older could enter—

that housed pornographic photographs and silent films. The combined anterior advisory and 

ornamental drapery served only to cheapen the exhibited media, manufacturing—literally and 

metaphorically—an illicit environment that positioned visitors as voyeurs, a role that many 

eagerly accepted. Aside from the obvious impracticality of disentangling thick drapery that 

eclipsed one’s vision and consequently ensured collisions with those who hurriedly entered and 

																																																								
7 The Musée d’Orsay does not have Elles in its collection and I acknowledge that the decision to exhibit prints is 
dictated by the fragile nature of the medium and that there exists a process to acquiring loans from museums. It is 
possible that the museum they borrowed the selected lithographs from may not have had the entire series of prints. 
However, there are a great number of institutions that do possess the suite in its entirety, institutions that provided 
other loans for the exhibition, which is why I found it surprising that only a handful were on view and why I 
wondered how the curators chose the few that they did. The Van Gogh Museum, which, as previously stated, 
collaborated with the Musée d’Orsay, does possess the full Elles album, indicating that the decision to exhibit only a 
few of the prints was likely a deliberate one. 
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exited, the very presence of these elements signalled that something improper or vulgar existed 

beyond the plush partition.8 

These photographs and films, visual documents of anonymous but real individuals, could 

have presented an opportunity to reflect upon the lived realities of sex workers of the nineteenth 

century, but the deliberately clandestine environment in which they were placed only offered 

them as sexualized spectacles at which to gawk. The “eighteen and over” precursory warning 

echoed the message on the Musée d’Orsay’s webpage for the exhibition, which informed 

potential viewers “that some of the pieces presented in the exhibition may be shocking to some 

visitors (particularly children).”9 It seems to me unlikely that parents would opt to take their 

children on an educational excursion to learn about nineteenth-century prostitution—there were 

certainly no underage youths while I visited—but perhaps museum officials thought otherwise. 

Though not exhibition-specific, a marketing initiative organized by the Orsay during the run of 

Splendour and Misery saw posters with notable paintings of nude bodies superimposed with text 

encouraging parents: “Bring your children to see naked people” (“Emmenez vos enfants voir des 

gens tout nus”).10 It was this campaign that prompted Luxembourg performance artist Deborah 

de Robertis to activate the gallery space of Splendour and Misery in January 2016 by posing 

nude beneath Édouard Manet’s Olympia (1863). 

																																																								
8 The Van Gogh Museum similarly exploited public curiosity about sexual commerce by inviting visitors to tour 
Amsterdam’s notorious Red Light District for further programming. A pop-up installation entitled “Easy Virtue x 
Red Light District” saw the creation of stylized bordello rooms complete with “mirrored floors, décor pieces and 
blow-ups of paintings from the Easy Virtue exhibition” in spaces that were formerly used as window brothels. The 
installation encouraged visitors to gawk through the windows, subsequently reconstructing viewers as potential 
clients in an initiative that seemed only to capitalize on inherent fascination with the still-taboo world of sex work 
rather than enhance one’s understanding of the exhibition. (“Easy Virtue x Red Light District,” Van Gogh Museum, 
https://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en/whats-on/exhibitions/past-exhibitions/easy-virtue/easy-virtue-x-red-light-
district.) 
9 “Splendour and Misery. Pictures of Prostitution, 1850-1910,” Musée d’Orsay. http://www.musee-
orsay.fr/en/events/exhibitions/in-the-musee-dorsay/exhibitions-in-the-musee-dorsay/article/splendeurs-et-miseres-
42671.html?cHash=988b73c4e5.  
10 Joshua Surtees, “‘Public nudity is a uniform’: the artist who stripped off at the Musée d’Orsay,” The Guardian, 
February 3, 2016. 
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With the same black ribbon adorning her neck, vivid flower in her hair, metallic shoes 

and a large bouquet, De Robertis emulated Manet’s model in a modern-day context with the 

added accessory of a GoPro Camera affixed to her head in order to capture the reaction of the 

public. The artist combined her own footage with video captured by friends who accompanied 

her to the gallery to create a short film entitled Olympia. The nine-minute piece shows security 

personnel hurry to cover her nude form, telling her repeatedly to dress herself. When she refused, 

police were called. De Robertis was arrested for indecent exposure and spent two days in police 

custody.11 Above the commotion of the scene in question, De Robertis can be heard stating the 

following: “By accusing me of indecent exposure, you publicly deny the point of view of the 

same nude models that you expose. Furthermore, by prohibiting filming, you are deliberately 

preventing their point of view from existing, thereby reducing them to mere objects. I do not 

expose my nakedness; I expose the position of a nude model who has come to life.”12 De 

Robertis’s controversial enactment highlighted the irony of an institution promoting imagery of 

the nude female form within an exhibition on sexual commerce but reacting in a puritanical 

fashion when confronted with performative nudity in the flesh.13 

Overall, there was a general air of embarrassment among visitors to Splendour and 

Misery, demonstrating that there still exists social discomfort around the topics of sex and sex 

work, especially when confronted by them in the forum of a public exhibition. In Lautrec’s 

																																																								
11 In May 2014, De Robertis staged a similar performance at the Orsay, sitting in front of Gustave Courbet’s 1866 
composition The Origin of the World (L’Origine du monde) and spreading her labia to both mimic and amplify the 
painting’s subject matter. She was quickly confronted by museum officials and removed from the institution by the 
police. De Robertis’s performances are not critiques of the works themselves. Rather they are motivated by the way 
in which viewers interact with and understand the nude female body in visual culture: “My art is to alter the usual 
roles. I make the models in the paintings active and no longer passive. I reverse the usual relationship between the 
models and the public.” (John Lichfield, “Deborah de Robertis interview: Performance artist who stripped in Paris 
gallery on ‘prudish’ attitudes to nudity,” The Independent, January 23, 2016.) 
12 Deborah de Robertis, Olympia, 9:01, 2016, https://vimeo.com/153984661. 
13 Lichfield, “Deborah de Robertis interview,” The Independent. 
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portfolio, there is an expectation for lubricity and yet the scenes reveal only habitual familiarity. 

These women are not different, they are disappointingly ordinary. The anticipation that Lautrec 

would deliver something more sordid is not unwarranted, for in the same room as the Elles prints 

were a number of his other works on brothel prostitutes from energetic, large-scale canvases to 

miniature, raunchy sketches. The same is true of the portfolio during its release in 1896. Those 

familiar with the artist’s oeuvre were familiar with the way in which he chronicled the pleasures 

of Parisian modernity. To hear that Lautrec created a portfolio, a clandestine and enclosed 

medium, documenting behind-the-scenes moments from the capital’s best brothels undoubtedly 

conjured particular expectations; expectations that were not met. 

The 2016 exhibition Toulouse-Lautrec Illustrates the Belle Époque at the Montreal 

Museum of Fine Arts brought together prints, posters and trial proofs from private collections to 

present important moments from Lautrec’s career. A select number of prints from Elles were 

included in the exhibition; however, none of them appeared together. Instead, the lithographs 

were separated and displayed in different galleries within the exhibition so as to contribute to 

varying themes present in Lautrec’s oeuvre. In practice, this generally reflects scholarship on 

Elles. Often the portfolio is only mentioned in passing when discussing Lautrec’s work in 

relation to Montmartre, the underbelly of Parisian nightlife or his frequent depiction of female 

prostitutes and any mention of the portfolio repeats the same general information about Lautrec’s 

humanizing treatment of these women. To fully appreciate the modern way in which Lautrec 

conceived of Elles, it is important to understand the suite as a complete body of work rather than 

as a sum of its parts. 
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Of all of the artists to portray prostitutes within their oeuvre, Lautrec is perhaps most 

notorious.14 Born into an aristocratic French family in 1864, Henri Marie Raymond de Toulouse-

Lautrec-Monfa was raised in a privileged environment but plagued by illness from a young age. 

The product of an consanguineous relationship—his parents being first cousins—Lautrec 

suffered from what is today known as pycnodysostosis (sometimes referred to as Toulouse-

Lautrec Syndrome), a rare genetic condition characterized by excessive bone density, malformed 

facial features, myriad fractures and stunted growth. As an adult, his upper body was well-

proportioned; however, his legs were dwarfed and he stood, bow-legged, at five feet tall. He 

experienced incredible pain and walked, with difficulty, with a cane. Furthermore, his prominent 

nose and lips coupled with the distorted bones in his jaw led to sinus problems, a chronic lisp and 

uncontrollable drooling. Lautrec moved to Paris in 1882 and settled into a studio in Montmartre. 

Learning under the tutelage of academic painters Léon Bonnat and Fernand Cormon—where he 

worked alongside the likes of Louis Anquetin and Émile Bernard and met artists such as Vincent 

van Gogh—Lautrec’s early style reflected his classical training. Despite his noble lineage, 

Lautrec’s physical disabilities positioned him as an outsider in bourgeois society and he seemed 

																																																								
14 This paragraph synthesizes biographical information from the most authoritative sources on Lautrec: Birgitte 
Anderberg and Vibeke Vibolt Knudsen, Toulouse-Lautrec: The Human Comedy (Munich, London, New York: 
Prestel, 2011); Fleur Roos Rosa de Carvalho and Marije Vellekoop, Printmaking in Paris: The Rage for Prints at 
the Fin de Siècle (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013); Phillip Dennis Cate and Sinclair Hamilton Hitchings, 
The Colour Revolution: Colour Lithography in France, 1890-1900 (Santa Barbara: P. Smith, 1978); Mary Weaver 
Chapin, “The Life and Line of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,” in The Impressionist Line from Degas to Toulouse-
Lautrec: Drawings and Prints from the Clark, Jay A. Clarke, ed. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press 
2013); Colta Feller Ives, Toulouse-Lautrec in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996); Jane Kinsman, “Houses of Tolerance,” in Toulouse-Lautrec: Paris & The Moulin Rouge, 
Jane Kinsman and Stéphane Guégan, eds. (Canberra: National Gallery of Australia, 2012); Sarah Suzuki, The Paris 
of Toulouse-Lautrec: Prints and Posters from the Museum of Modern Art (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 
2014); Richard Thomson, “Images of the Maisons Closes,” in Toulouse-Lautrec, Marianne Ryan, ed. (London: 
South Bank Centre, 1991); Thomson, “Maisons Closes,” in Toulouse-Lautrec and Montmartre, Richard Thomson, 
et al., eds. (Washington: National Gallery of Art; Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 2005); Thomson, “Staging, 
Psychology and Sexuality: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec’s Prostitutes,” in Impressionism and Post-Impression at the 
Dallas Museum of Art: The Richard R. Brettell Lecture Series, Heather MacDonald, ed. (New Haven and London: 
Yale University Press, 2013). 
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to have felt more at ease among the marginal and the demimonde of Paris. He soon abandoned 

academic methods in his practice, instead favouring experimental techniques to feature the 

modern Parisian haunts he was so fond of. With sketchbook always in tow, Lautrec was a 

bibulous and disruptive fixture of Montmartre’s café-concerts, bars and brothels, spaces where 

he befriended fellow artists and patrons, entertainers and prostitutes. During his relatively short 

career—he died from symptoms of alcoholism and syphilis in 1901—Lautrec rose to prominence 

as a prolific chronicler of Parisian life, producing an enormous oeuvre that consisted of 

thousands of works including paintings, works on paper and even some experimentation in other 

media such as stained glass. Lautrec’s vibrant career is uniquely harmonized with two distinct 

phenomena of Parisian urban modernity: colour lithography and nightlife entertainment. His 

fondness for characters on the periphery of society seems to stem from his own otherness and 

likely accounts for his distinctly sympathetic treatment of such people in his art. His art served to 

monumentalize those involved in the unsavoury side of Parisian modernism. 

Through the 1890s, Lautrec was committed to portraying brothel sex workers in his work 

to such an extent that he “forged an incredible link between fin-de-siècle Parisian art and the 

theme of prostitution.”15 Mary Weaver Chapin aptly suggests that it was Lautrec’s aristocratic 

lineage that enabled him “to move seamlessly between high and low milieus in Paris.”16 Known 

to frequent a number of high-end bordellos, Lautrec was apparently a well-liked customer and 

was even permitted to live for periods of time in certain brothels, supposedly to document the 

female residents.17 Living with and befriending these women seems to have afforded Lautrec the 

																																																								
15 Clayson, Painted Love, 3-5. According to Clayson, the fervor with which Lautrec created art on the topic of 
brothel prostitution resulted in fifty pictures in the brief period between 1892 and 1894.  
16 Chapin, “The Life and Line of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,” 122. 
17 Evidently, even brothel keepers were taken up with Lautrec’s art as he was apparently asked by the madam of a 
brothel on Rue Ambroise to assist in the re-decoration of the establishment’s salon, for which he created sixteen 
portraits showcasing the heads of women who resided in the brothel. (Bakker, “Maisons closes,” 130.) 
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opportunity to see them not simply as sexual objects—the way the average male visitor would by 

only flocking to the bordello for fleeting sexual encounters—but as human beings whose lives 

were not entirely defined by their profession. It is Lautrec’s seemingly unprejudiced treatment of 

these women that makes Elles an exceptional body of work. The relationships he formed with 

these women likely accounts for his sympathetic depiction of them in moments of solitude rather 

than favouring the artistic norm of caricature or lascivious erotica. Both spectator and purchaser 

of Elles is apparently male, for although the album is not overtly erotic, its subject matter would 

likely not have been of interest to female print connoisseurs and it was certainly not marketed to 

them. Regarded by art historians as providing a humanizing depiction of women often reduced to 

“animals whose function is to produce pleasure,”18 Elles depicts quiet moments of seclusion 

within the brothel interior. 

The Elles portfolio has been referred to by some as Lautrec’s “greatest achievement in 

lithography”19 and yet it is rarely discussed in detail in scholarly literature. Much of the 

information available on the series proves to be inconsistent, likely attributed to the fact that 

there exists no writing from Lautrec himself on the prints. This thesis provides a systematic 

analysis of Elles and positions the brothel as a public and private space so as to examine the 

overarching theme of intimacy and interiority present throughout the series. To do so, I analyze 

Lautrec’s portfolio through the lens of three key concepts: the rise of colour lithography as the 

defining medium of modernity; the simultaneous seclusion of the printed album and the 

bourgeois domestic interior; and the gendered and private practice of collecting as an exercise of 

controlled intimacy. My work is significant for prior to this thesis there exists no scholarly 

source dedicated in its entirety to Elles. Rather, the suite is often mentioned in passing, its prints 

																																																								
18 Uzanne, The Modern Parisienne, 194. 
19 Suzuki, Prints and Posters from the MoMA, 66. 
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extracted from the album to suit particular arguments on Lautrec’s career as a “documentarian” 

of the underbelly of Paris. Though Lautrec’s work is certainly grounded in observation, to say 

that Elles is a series of documentary images is disingenuous. While I do believe that Elles, with 

its focus on the female subject rather than male experience, provides a fairer view of sex workers 

than most contemporaneous art on the topic of sexual commerce, the scenes are decidedly tainted 

by the male gaze, in this case Lautrec as male artist and male client. The series does not provide 

an accurate representation of the lived reality of the brothel inhabitant, depicting, instead, an 

abstract phantasm of optimistic sensuality. That said, the series is unique in both subject matter 

and medium; female prostitutes are shown not in relation to their work, but in private moments 

of daily life and Lautrec chose to illustrate these moments within the intimate pages of a print 

portfolio. It is possible that the nature of the portfolio itself is what drives the temptation to refer 

to these works as “documents.” 

To address the relative vacuum of scholarly writing currently available on Elles and form 

my analysis on the portfolio, I gathered a fundamental selection of texts on Lautrec’s oeuvre in 

relation to brothel culture as well as sources on the historical significance of colour lithography, 

bourgeois domestic interiors, prostitution and the gendered nature of collecting and consumerism 

in the context of nineteenth-century France. The difficulty in embarking on my selected subject 

was two-fold. Firstly, in forming my understanding of the topic at hand the problem was not lack 

of information but the arduous task of wading through overly generic information with multiple 

sources repeating the same common material. Secondly, in researching Elles, specifically, I was 

astounded by the number of catalogues, books and essays that either make no mention of the 

album, or only devote one or two sentences to the series. Despite the incredible influence of 

Lautrec’s characteristically distinct and expressive oeuvre, I found that a number of scholars are 
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inclined toward biography and mythological anecdote over analysis, offering exuberant accounts 

on Lautrec’s life with no bibliographic resources to justify their writing. Although I do think that 

aspects of Lautrec’s character, upbringing and health are important in shaping understanding of 

his artistic practice and choices of subject matter, I did not want for that to be the focus of my 

paper. In deciding what I wanted to address in my research, it proved equally important to 

consider what I did not want to address. This thesis does not compare Elles to Lautrec’s others 

works on commercial sexuality or brothel culture for there is already such a substantial literature 

on these other pieces that there is little to add. Additionally, these images are only important in 

relation to Elles in that they are different. I wanted to be true to my goal in presenting a single 

written account dedicated entirely to Elles, rather than another essay that focuses on Lautrec in 

relation to brothels as a whole with discussion of Elles merely peppered throughout. I researched 

Edgar Degas’s brothel monotypes (c. 1870s) with the intention of analyzing them in relation to 

Elles; however, although there are interesting points of comparison to be made, such a chapter 

strayed from my central focus. While Lautrec was, of course, familiar with Degas and his work 

and there was some overlap in their social circles, there is no way to confirm that he had 

knowledge of the monotypes which came some 25 years prior to Elles. Degas did not produce 

his monotypes for public consumption; he kept the works secluded within his own collection and 

they were only discovered after his death, many of them destroyed by his family. What this 

thesis does focus on are four themes to contextualize Elles: the printmaking renaissance in Paris; 

the visual culture of prostitution; bourgeois domestic interiors and brothel interiors; and 

consumer culture and collecting. 

As one of the few scholars to have addressed the Elles series in multiple texts, the work 

of Richard Thomson proved to be especially beneficial to my thesis and I refer to his research 
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throughout my paper. His commentary on the socio-political climate of Paris in relation to the 

ubiquity of prostitution and the art depicting it was essential in informing my study. In fact, 

Thomson was one of the co-curators of Splendour and Misery. Thomson has written extensively 

on Lautrec’s treatment of brothel prostitutes. In his 2013 essay “Staging, Psychology and 

Sexuality: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec’s Prostitutes,” Thomson convincingly argues that 

Lautrec’s treatment of brothel workers was analogous to that of the entertainers he portrayed in 

the midst of their performances, as the artist manipulated gesture and posture to provoke specific 

viewer interaction. Based on this analysis, Thomson is the only scholar to illuminate that the 

majority of the women in Elles are shown with their backs to the spectator, a visual device 

utilized by Lautrec to denote intimacy and encourage speculation. The astute comparison of 

Lautrec’s imagery on sex workers and entertainers motivated me to consider the performative 

nature of sex work as an occupation that requires a certain amount of acting on the part of the 

women involved. Thomson’s essay “Maisons Closes,” in the 2005 exhibition catalogue 

Toulouse-Lautrec and Montmartre, sets out to examine the way in which Elles was exhibited 

publicly in comparison to the very private (or otherwise nonexistent) exhibitions of his other 

works on commercial sexuality. He also posits that the quotidian nature of many of Lautrec’s 

brothel compositions serves to present the spaces as essentially domestic in nature. Another text 

within an exhibition catalogue, “Images of the Maisons Closes,” in Toulouse-Lautrec (1991), 

sees Thomson provide visual analysis of the prints in the series and introduce the portfolio by 

describing Lautrec’s tolerant and sympathetic view of brothel inhabitants. Finally, in “Styling the 

City: Observation and Perception in Print Albums of the 1890s,” (2000) Thomson explores the 

popularity of the print-based portfolio, pointedly mentioning Elles. 
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Although Thomson’s visual analysis and discussion of Lautrec’s expressive use of line 

and colour in Elles were certainly helpful to my study, his inclination that the series portrays “not 

the world of the common prostitute working in a brothel… but rather the more comfortable and 

independent world of the kept woman” in her apartment is a point I argue against.20 He is 

certainly correct in stating that these images do not depict the “common prostitute” as arguably 

the common prostitute conjures an image of a sex worker who solicits in public; however, his 

assumption discounts the luxury brothel and leaves a number of questions unanswered. Why 

include images of the entertainer Cha-U-Kao and brothel madam and daughter Madame Baron 

and Mademoiselle Popo in a series about kept women? Why include erotic motifs throughout the 

portfolio that indicate the scenes take place within the maison close? Furthermore, the presence 

of a male patron in one print and masculine accessories in others implies transaction between 

client and prostitute. It was well-documented that Lautrec was a regular institution at upper-class 

maisons de luxes wherein he used the women as models for the majority of his works on 

prostitution. The argument that the series shows anything other than prostitutes, be it kept 

women or same-sex female paramours, seems to stem from the fact that Lautrec does not portray 

the act of sex in any of the Elles lithographs. Rather than depict prostitution in the conventional, 

sordid manner, I maintain that Lautrec instead constructs a clever series with hidden symbolism 

and motifs to reveal the brothel environment to the viewer. 

Literature on printmaking in France has a tendency to focus on form rather than function. 

Lautrec’s characteristic style and commitment to the lithographic medium contributed to the 

overall eccentricity of Elles. The Colour Revolution: Colour Lithography in France, 1890-1900 

is a crucial text on the rise of colour lithography for it includes an English translation of André 
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Mellerio’s 1898 treatise “La Lithographie originale en couleurs.” In this essay, Mellerio 

acknowledges the intimacy of the print and describes it as unapologetically modern for its ability 

to transform “a simple sheet of paper” into a work with “real value as an art form.”21 The writer 

and art critic recognizes Lautrec’s gift for prints: “His remarkable inspiration and procedures, his 

knowledge that was slowly forged by a training which he evolved himself, have rightly given 

him a starring role in original colour lithography.”22 

In studying Lautrec’s work in relation to the printmaking renaissance in Paris, the writing 

of Phillip Dennis Cate and Colta Feller Ives illuminated Lautrec’s infatuation with Japanese art 

and culture from the Edo period. The parallel between printmakers in Edo-era Japan and avant-

garde artists of fin-de-siècle Paris is stunning, they argue: both groups sought to abandon 

traditional artistic conventions in order to create new art that reflected the lively culture of 

characters in theatres, cafés and brothels.       

Birgitte Anderberg and Vibeke Vibolt Knudsen’s catalogue Toulouse-Lautrec: The 

Human Comedy examines the way in which the artist used the graphic medium of the print to 

express astute observations of urban life. Their writing confirms my opinion of the maison close 

as a space of dualities: “a public place that pretended to be a private interior, the brothel 

constituted the setting for the public woman’s private life.”23 Peter Parshall’s The Darker Side of 

Light: Arts of Privacy, 1850-1900 explores the concept of privacy in relation to the print, 

identifying that it is simultaneously the easiest medium to view privately and the most 

																																																								
21 André Mellerio, “La Lithographie originale en couleurs,” Paris: Publication de L’Estampe et L’Affiche, 1898, 
Margaret Needham, trans., in The Colour Revolution: Colour Lithography in France, 1890-1900, Phillip Dennis 
Cate and Sinclair Hamilton Hitchings (Santa Barbara: P. Smith, 1978), 80.  
22 Mellerio, “La Lithographie originale en couleurs,” 82. 
23 Anderberg and Knudsen, The Human Comedy, 116. 
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appropriate art form for subjects of a private nature. Of prints and privacy in relation to 

collections, Parshall notes the following: 

Privacy brings with it unspecified latitudes for indulging in oddity, and print 
collectors accordingly have long been singled out for their eccentricity… Among 
the proclivities associated with print collecting are an obsession with 
classification, an often fetishistic pursuit of rarity and a temptation to achieve 
completeness in a chosen category. Each tendency relates to how prints came to 
be valued as collectible objects on the European art market.24 
 
Given the quotidian nature of the scenes in Elles, I consider the brothel as a domestic 

interior that deviated from bourgeois norms by analyzing fin-de-siècle bourgeois décor and 

gender roles in regards to specific rooms in the home and how these ideas informed tastes for 

collections. Leora Auslander notes that “while no systematic study of the collecting practices of 

women and men in nineteenth-century France has been done, it does appear that the vast 

majority of collections were assembled by men,”25 illuminating the way in which collections in 

and of themselves were gendered. Auslander argues that while both men and women participated 

in consumerism, their habits were different and depended upon products that were considered 

strictly masculine or feminine, respectively. Auslander describes the evolution of consumer 

culture, especially in regards to female spending habits over the course of the century and 

identifies that bourgeois women were expected to represent themselves and their families 

through the consumption of commodities. Men, meanwhile, did not simply consume, but formed 

intellectual collections to represent and epitomize the self. To complement Auslander’s 

discussion on gendered purchasing and collecting, Emily Apter’s work on fin-de-siècle 

collections in relation to “erotomania” highlights the way in which men pursued particular 

																																																								
24 Peter Parshall, “A Darker Side of Light: Prints, Privacy and Possession,” in The Darker Side of Light: Arts of 
Privacy, 1850-1900 (Washington: National Gallery of Art, Washington, 2009), 27.  
25 Leora Auslander, “The Gendering of Consumer Practices in Nineteenth-Century France,” in The History and 
Regional Development of Consumption, Daniel Miller, ed., Vol. 4 of Consumption: Critical Concepts in the Social 
Sciences (London and New York: Routledge, 2001), 163. 
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entities for collections and cabinets fervently so as to reflect in tangible objects their innermost 

desires.   

To emphasize the notion of male collecting as a form of intellectual hunting, I analyze 

Walter Benjamin’s observations on the collector’s obsession with objects and pursuit to create in 

a collection a realized epitome of perfection. The concept of collecting as a form of conquest 

suggests a correlation with collectors of erotica as consumers of commercial sex. For these 

individuals, I argue that the prostitute—as fetishized object—is the true personification of the 

“object of one’s desire” and as such the ideal physical object and experience to collect.  

Benjamin positions the idea of commercial sexuality as both sin and business and is quick to 

identify prostitution as a female problem that brings about pleasure and shame for male 

consumers.  

There exists no shortage of literature on prostitution in nineteenth-century Paris by virtue 

of the fact that sexual commerce was inextricably linked to the city’s environment. Late 

nineteenth-century French art, specifically that completed by male artists, presented new 

representations of the nude female form by depicting sex workers rather than traditional, 

classical women. Attitudes towards prostitution in the fin-de-siècle metropolis offer foundational 

knowledge and demonstrate how Elles is unique in its sympathetic depiction of brothel 

inhabitants. The work of Charles Bernheimer, Hollis Clayson and Alain Corbin contributes to a 

larger understanding of the way in which officials sought to regulate the sexual economy as a 

means of controlling the deviant female body. Bernheimer provides a thorough account of 

prostitution in the nineteenth century and outlines how modern French artists pushed artistic 

boundaries in their portrayals of female sex workers. Bernheimer critically analyzes Alexandre 

Parent-Duchâtelet’s investigation of Parisian prostitution and aptly recognizes the way in which 
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this study, completed under the utilitarian pretext of hygiene and public health, demonized 

female sex workers. He ascertains that Parent-Duchâtelet’s study highlighted and amplified the 

supposed threat of contamination from woman’s sexual body and rightly notes that Parent-

Duchâtelet campaigned for tolerance only in so far that “total eradication is unrealistic.”26  

Corbin’s exploration of prostitution in France situates sex work as a form of labour. He 

analyzes the urban environment and the regulationist system, and aptly notes that all 

contemporaneous accounts of the world of sexual commerce were written by male authorities, 

not female sex workers. Corbin’s description of the brothel as an enclosed space helps to confirm 

that in Elles Lautrec was indeed portraying a brothel interior and not, say, the apartment of a kept 

woman: 

Prostitutes must respect the purity of day, but also the license of profound 
darkness… The windows of a brothel under police supervision must remain 
closed; the entry requires a double door. The isolated prostitute avoids exhibiting 
herself at her window, the privileged scene of intimate solicitation… There are no 
locks on the bedroom doors; windows permit the madam’s control and the 
prostitute’s reciprocal surveillance. The establishment must remain permanently 
open to the inspectors of morals.27 
 

Lautrec’s Elles portrays only interior spaces and these spaces show no hint of windows or doors. 

Such descriptions of the brothel interior provide an apt juxtaposition between the isolated 

prostitute hidden from view and the clandestine nature of contents within a print portfolio. 

In Painted Love: Prostitution in French Art of the Impressionist Era, Clayson highlights 

the rampant sexism that informed traditional gender roles and the regulationist system. Female 

sexuality was accepted only in relation to male pleasure. As such, women were neatly bifurcated 

into two categories for male sexual pleasure: moral housewife or immoral prostitute. Clayson 

																																																								
26 Bernheimer, Figures of Ill Repute, 33. 
27 Alain Corbin, “Commercial Sexuality in Nineteenth-Century France: A System of Images and  
Regulations,” Representations, no. 14, “The Making of the Modern Body: Sexuality and Society in the Nineteenth 
Century” (Spring 1986): 217.  
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thusly contends that “a man was told by society, on one hand, to expend his sexual reserve only 

within marriage, but on the other, he learned to expect sexual pleasure only in the bed of the 

deviant woman.”28 Much of the anxiety that culminated in regards to prostitutional sex had little 

to do with prostitution in and of itself and more to do with how so-called deviant women upset 

accepted societal norms of class and gender. Painted Love provides detailed discussion of the 

prostitution problem in Paris and how the commercial sex industry became a scapegoat for 

societal anxiety, with Clayson examining in detail how rampant prostitution in Paris became a 

cultural phenomenon regularly portrayed in modern art.  

The aforementioned authors have contributed considerably to current understanding of 

the visual culture of Parisian urban modernity, especially in relation to the sexual economy. 

These texts are significant to my thesis for although no single source exists on Elles, these essays 

shape the way in which the portfolio can be understood as a significant body of work in relation 

to fin-de-siècle print culture and prostitution. I contend that Elles, in its selected subject matter 

and stylistic execution, was a modern body of work in that Lautrec was the first to endeavour to 

create a non-salacious visual series on the topic of brothel sex workers. By assessing colour 

lithography as a distinctive artistic pursuit, the intimacy of the print portfolio, domestic 

interiority and the clandestine activities of collectors I position my work within the larger 

discussion of Lautrec’s oeuvre of brothel culture in fin-de-siècle Paris. As a result of my 

literature review, I argue that Elles presents the brothel interior as a complex space that is 

characteristically both public and private. The brothel throws into disarray accepted bourgeois 

codes that defined public behaviour and the private sphere. It serves as a home to private 

activities and privacy is implicit in the intimate exchanges within; however, it is here where 
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private fantasies are brought to life outside the home and therefore made public. The brothel 

interior belongs to women and yet it was created to serve male desire. For the purposes of this 

thesis, I will focus only on Paris’s maisons de luxes, the women who worked there and the 

bourgeois clients whom they served for this is the world apparently represented in Elles. As 

such, any discussion on the plethora of other bordello categories, the women employed there as 

well as sex workers that operated outside the maison close would be less relevant to this 

discussion. Overall, my research answers the following: what does it mean to produce a print 

portfolio on the topic of prostitution? 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Indecent Exposure: The Rise of Colour Lithography and the Commercial Failure of Elles 

 
… it is in the present period of fermentation that the print is flourishing, is 
evolving and is being produced abundantly, and the colour print is playing a 
striking role from a number of different points of view. It seems to us that colour 
lithography has not existed before in the conditions in which we recently have 
seen it bloom and, consequently, is the distinctive artistic form of our time.1 
 

André Mellerio 
 

In The Painter of Modern Life, Charles Baudelaire ascertained that the concept of 

modernity was synonymous with “the ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent, the half of art 

whose other half is the eternal and the immutable.”2 Using this characterization, the defining art 

form of modernity was undoubtedly the print, a medium that experienced a substantial surge in 

popularity during the nineteenth century. The print was indeed the creative embodiment of 

ephemerality. Its existence was fleeting both in its fragility and susceptibility to damage as well 

as the often limited number of copies produced, prompting a certain compulsion among 

collectors. It was specifically the colour lithograph that became an identifying feature of the fin-

de-siècle artistic milieu. Through the decades of the nineteenth century, the print as fine-art 

object experienced a transformation in both function and technique. Printmaking in France prior 

to the mid-1800s was typically reserved as a means of mass-producing original works of art for 

the public and printmakers saw themselves as craftsmen whose responsibility was duplication 

not artistic creation.3 The fin-de-siècle was an influential period, particularly for young artists 

interested in reaching beyond the scope of established artistic norms and by 1895, “avant-garde 
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printmaking and colour lithography were synonymous.”4 In his 1898 publication “La 

Lithographie originale en couleurs,” French art critic André Mellerio stated that the advent of 

colour lithography prompted the print to evolve from a purely reproductive medium to “a 

personal conception, something realized for its own sake.”5 With meticulously rendered prints 

that utilized multiple colours and new printmaking techniques, avant-garde artists such as 

Lautrec introduced the possibility that a mass-produced object could be cherished as an original 

work of art. This chapter will explore the unconventionality of Elles in relation to the modernism 

of colour lithography, the rise of the print portfolio and the stylistic influence of Japonisme to 

analyze why Lautrec’s album proved to be a failure in the commercial market.  

The Parisian art scene was seized by a mania for prints from the mid-nineteenth century 

through to the beginning of the twentieth century. The rise of the print as a prevalent medium is 

complex and grounded in innovations in technology and shifting consumer demands. In the 

nineteenth century, avant-garde artists began to shun accepted academic and Greco-Roman 

traditions in favour of modern subjects and experimental techniques. The inventions of 

photography and lithography were “the first entirely new techniques of multiplying images to be 

introduced since the practice of printing pictures from incised woodblocks and metal plates was 

developed in Europe during the fifteenth century.”6 The lithograph in and of itself was not new, 

per se, for it had been invented in 1798 by German printer Alois Senefelder as a means of 

reproducing scripts. In 1818, he revealed the technique of his printmaking discovery in his 

publication Vollständiges Lehrbuch der Steindruckerey (A Complete Course of Lithography). By 
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1837, the technique of colour lithography, also known as chromolithography, was patented by 

Godefroy Engelmann, presenting the option to include multiple colours in a single lithograph 

without reliance upon hand-tinting. Despite these innovations, lithography as a tool for image 

reproduction did not readily catch on, with artists preferring instead to utilize the established 

techniques of woodblock, etching and engraving. Through the 1820s and 1830s, lithography was 

briefly accepted by artists such as Eugène Delacroix, Théodore Géricault and Francisco Goya 

“and attempts in the 1860s to revive interest in the medium as a means for artists to duplicate 

their drawings failed.”7 It would not be until the final decades of the nineteenth century that 

lithography as a creative art form would take off, with the 1884 establishment of the Société des 

Artistes Lithographes Français seemingly acting as the catalyst: 

… members were not painters but professional printers engaged in the 
manufacture of commercial reproductions of oil paintings. The practice of 
copying artworks in lithography, like the long tradition of reproductive engraving 
and etching that began in the sixteenth century, was soon to be entirely eclipsed, 
however, by photomechanical processes. From 1889 on, as lithography was 
relieved of its copying tasks, more and more artists began to adopt it as a means 
for creative expression.8   

 
Before the fin-de-siècle acceptance of colour lithography, Mellerio regarded the printed facsimile 

as “virtuosity, easy mastery and a mania to imitate not nature but an artistic creation which has 

already been achieved,” referring to those who only reproduced original works as “crafts people” 

whose mimicry was “useless and repugnant to true and original artists.”9 Colour lithography was 

viewed as a proper art form that favoured originality and experimentation. Lithography, unlike 

woodcuts and etchings—which could “have a rather similar appearance… without a marked 

character of their own”—allowed artists to explore a wider variety of styles and render 
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compositions with refined detail in a way that differed from other print-based media.10 Mellerio 

stressed that black-and-white prints were not necessarily inferior, only that colour prints were 

more accessible and engaging for the general public, with public interest encouraging the 

proliferation of colour lithographs over their black-and-white counterparts.11 

In 1889, the Société des Peintres-Graveurs Français codified the now-familiar system of 

“the limited-edition, signed and numbered print” as a means of increasing the medium’s value as 

both a work of art and an object with commercial worth.12 The nineteenth-century print-based 

economy was comprised of a diverse network of artists as well as publishers, printers and 

dealers. To capitalize on the rising popularity of print-based media, publishers sought to “rarefy 

and elevate the status, and thus the price, of prints by limiting edition size and cancelling the 

plate.”13 As the century progressed, artists soon began to sign their prints and eventually prints 

were numbered so as to appeal to collectors’ desire for acquiring exceptional pieces. As had 

always been the case with the medium, prints were a more economic choice, both for artists and 

consumers. A print cost the artist less money and time to produce than a painting (although, as 

Richard Thomson rightly identifies, “a complex print could take just as long to make as an oil”14) 

and buyers would be charged far less for a print than they would for a painting. Due to the 

relatively rapid rate at which they could be produced, prints were a reasonable way for the 

average consumer to participate in the art market and build a collection. This fertile 

dissemination of works to new collectors brought notoriety and acclaim to artists, with many 
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artists experimenting in lithography to advance their careers. Since printmaking, by its nature, “is 

an art form of the open market, it is less subject to the strictures of convention and therefore 

artists, and by extension collectors, are freer to invade unfamiliar territory in their choice of style 

and subject.”15 As artists created more prints for increasingly eager consumers, the art market 

responded in kind. The print economy boomed in the later decades of the nineteenth century with 

an enthusiastic public demanding colour.16 During the 1880s, “there were only four shops in 

Paris which dealt in contemporary posters and prints; by the end of the 1890s there were at least 

twenty-three dealers, printers or journals selling and/or publishing contemporary work.”17 In the 

prosperous print market, connoisseurs had multiple avenues to seek out and purchase works on 

paper from booksellers, art dealers and auction houses to print societies and independent 

publishers that offered subscription services to clients.18 Acquiring a new print was described as 

an adrenaline rush for the avid collector and, given the saturation of the print market, finding the 

perfect print “demanded a lot of time and active ferreting.”19 The craze for prints was an 

obsessive phenomenon the likes of which no other art form had experienced. There existed no 

painting- or sculpture-mania; these methods of art-making required much more time and could 

not be produced in bulk. While the oeuvre of printmakers could potentially consist of hundreds 

of works, even the most talented painter or sculptor could never reach the same numbers.  

In order to understand the way in which lithography changed the fin-de-siècle Parisian art 

scene, it is important to consider not just the print, but its larger companion, the poster. Posters 

were intimately linked to the Parisian urban environment. Prior to the introduction of 
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lithography, posters were primarily limited to typography and rarely included accompanying 

illustrations.20 Late-nineteenth-century posters were a new form of advertising as they 

“embedded words within their images.”21 Largely considered the first product of mass-

communication, the colour poster’s dual role as both advertisement and fine art object was a 

direct result of the growth of the new consumer-based economy. The multi-colour properties that 

chromolithography allowed for characteristically altered the French capital. By the 1890s, “the 

streets of every great metropolis were enlivened by large, colourful posters,” catching the eye not 

only of the public, but also of galleries and artistic journals.22 In tandem with the growing 

popularity of print-based art forms in a consumer-driven economy, journals dedicated to the 

analysis and dissemination of prints and posters, such as La Revue Blanche, L’Estampe Moderne 

and L’Ermitage flourished.23 Of these publications, La Plume was the only journal with an 

accompanying gallery space, which hosted a series of exhibitions known as the Salon des Cent. 

In order to promote artists and capitalize on growing interest from potential buyers, founder 

Léon Deschamps opened a gallery space at 31, rue Bonaparte in Paris and hosted numerous 

exhibitions between 1894 and 1900. The Salon des Cent operated as a commercial space; it not 

only exhibited work, but also held extensive collections of graphic art, including nearly all of the 

posters by Lautrec. Accompanying each exhibition was a distinct promotional poster designed in 

limited quantities by a participating artist, a feature unique to the Salon des Cent. Lautrec was an 

active member of the Salon des Cent, designing promotional posters and exhibiting his work in 

both solo and group exhibitions. 
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Lautrec emerged as a key figure in lithography with the completion of the poster Moulin 

Rouge: La Goulue in 1891. This work not only marked Lautrec’s first foray into the world of 

colour lithography but launched him to fame due to the sheer originality and modernity of its 

design. In 1891, attendance at the Moulin Rouge was dwindling, prompting its owner to hold a 

competition for artists to create advertisements for the venue. Rather than simply illustrate the 

cabaret itself with text-heavy design (typical of promotional material of the time), Lautrec’s 

winning poster depicted the provocative entertainer Louise Weber (La Goulue) in the midst of 

one of her raucous performances. This unconventional focus on the subject of urban night-life 

and the performers involved sets the stage for Lautrec’s oeuvre. A regular patron of Paris’s 

cabarets, cafés and brothels, Lautrec portrayed Parisian nightlife in all its vibrant and seedy 

glory. Despite having been classically trained as an academic painter, Lautrec earned a 

reputation as a printmaker, astutely recognizing “colour lithography to be both the artistic argot 

of his time and an avenue to recognition.”24 His commitment to the medium sparked a certain 

obsession for the lithographic process and he was known to create “on average, one lithograph 

every week to ten days,” during the final decade of his career.25   

While the poster, intrinsically visible and public, overwhelmed the streets of Paris, the 

print-based album embodied an unobtrusive intimacy that was best appreciated in moments of 

quiet repose at home. Mellerio notes that the poster, though directly related to colour 

lithography, was utilitarian in nature while the print was “made to be held in the hand and looked 

at from close range,” requiring greater sophistication and incisive attention to detail.26 The 

portfolio experienced a surge in popularity during the fin-de-siècle, generating both a “distinct 
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subculture” and a “microeconomy” within the Parisian artistic economy.27 The print market was 

beset with suites, a medium which allowed for the presentation of a cohesive and sequential 

pictorial narrative. In the fifteenth century, Albrecht Dürer introduced the album as a 

comprehensive means of visual chronicle with his Apocalypse series, which ensured that the 

artist was not limited to illustrating a complex narrative in only one two-dimensional image: 

Telling a story through a series of images was something he knew from biblical 
frescoes and mosaics in churches. Books, too, often used illustrations to bring a 
story home to the reader. Even though the plates in Dürer’s publication, which 
appeared in 1498, were combined with biblical passages, it was the illustrations 
that carried the most weight and not, as was customary, the text. What he did 
adopt from the art of book illustration, however, was the arrangement of the 
sheets in a certain “reading” order and their compilation into an album by means 
of a cover that stated their shared theme. This marked the birth of the suite as an 
independent artistic medium.28 

 
Thus the album, much like the print itself, was not a new artistic invention, but rather it was “the 

revival of the original print” during the fin-de-siècle which “gave a new boost to the suite.”29 

Despite consisting of multiple prints, popular convention dictated that the portfolio was “to be a 

homogenous work, issued as a unit.”30 Some dealers insisted that an album be purchased as a 

whole, while others allowed for procurers to select individual sheets. Similarly, some 

connoisseurs kept their albums together, stored away only to be viewed during select moments of 

reverie while others preferred to display individual prints within the home.31 The print-based 

portfolio was valuable for artists as the inclusion of multiple sheets provided the opportunity to 

experiment and show off versatility in style. By creating a suite of prints rather than one print, an 

artist could show a detailed narrative with more than one scene or depict a single chronicle from 
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multiple perspectives. Elles, much like Lautrec’s practice itself, fell in contrast to the accepted 

conventions of the album. Richard Thomson considers that “of all of Lautrec’s albums of 

lithographs it is Elles which is most delicately poised between fine art and illustration.”32 While a 

number of portfolios continued to abide by the conformist prescription of sheets portrayed in 

“black and white and linked to texts,” 33 Elles relied only on imagery for its content (although “in 

his titles of individual prints, he nevertheless used the existing vocabulary from the realms of 

narrative and attributes”34). Lautrec further differentiated his portfolio from others by including 

both horizontally- and vertically-oriented pages.35 More than any other artist, Lautrec cleverly 

utilized the physical interiority of the portfolio—a commodity that required one to open it and 

leaf through its contents—to mimic the metaphorical interiority of the subject matter within. He 

was as gifted in producing vibrant posters that occupied public space and boldly confronted 

passers-by as he was in rendering scaled-down compositions best suited for private consumption.  

Gustave Pellet emerged in the 1890s as a key player in the “printmaking renaissance” 

along with Édouard Kleinmann, A. Arnould and Ambroise Vollard.36 Pellet was a member of a 

wealthy Parisian family and dedicated most of his life to travelling, studying the arts and 

amassing an impressive book collection. After a financial crisis, he was forced to sell items from 

his personal collection and opened a bookshop on the quai Voltaire, relocating to a gallery space 

at 51, rue Le Peletier in 1902.37 Between 1888 and 1893, Pellet focused on his work as a book 

seller, slowly incorporating prints into his business in the 1890s, and by 1894 he delved into 
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lithograph publishing, beginning with the works of Paul Signac.38 A specialist in and consumer 

of erotic prints or lithographies libres, it was Pellet who commissioned Lautrec to create the 

Elles suite,39 asking the artist to complete ten prints and an illustrated cover and frontispiece that 

would appeal to consumers of erotica.40 Lautrec himself elected to portray the brothel interior 

and used the medium as a means of exploring sensuality rather than sexuality. Pellet owned two 

of Lautrec’s paintings: Au Lit (1892) and Femme Rousse Nue Accroupie (1897), which he 

purchased the year after Elles was completed.41 Given the more salacious nature of these 

works—the former portraying a female couple sensually embracing beneath bed linens, the latter 

a red-haired nude suggestively crouched in bed, backside prominently displayed—Pellet clearly 

appreciated Lautrec’s more suggestive works and likely expected that the commissioned 

portfolio would take on a similarly tantalizing tone. Other artists Pellet represented included 

Félicien Rops, Louis Legrand and Charles Maurin, all of whom produced work that was often 

sexual in nature, a fact that would have led Pellet’s clientele to expect the same of work 

commissioned of Lautrec. 

Elles was published in an edition of 100, with each suite priced at 300 francs.42 The series 

was likely printed by Auguste Clot,43 a master printer who was considered to be at the 

“forefront” of the colour lithography movement.44 While the role of the printer was often 

reserved for mechanical process over artistic input, Clot was notorious for his creative influence 
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and he developed close working relationships with a number of Nabi artists. Clot’s process did 

invoke some criticism, especially from Mellerio who viewed his hands-on approach as 

potentially encroaching upon the judgement and creative process of the actual artist.45 For his 

part as publisher and dealer, Pellet had special paper made for Elles and each sheet was 

watermarked with “G. Pellet/T. Lautrec.”46 This investment seemingly indicates that Pellet 

thought Elles would be profitable and, consequently, worth the cost of high-quality paper. That 

said, the production of only 100 suites shows cautious optimism; in the 1890s, Lautrec was still 

quite avant-garde for popular taste and Pellet was “ahead of the market in his appreciation of 

[Lautrec’s] work.”47 Lautrec’s signature adorned the cover of each album and his circular 

monogram was present on every individual sheet, along with edition numbering which Pellet 

added himself in brown ink in the lower right corner of each impression.48 

On April 22, 1896—the same month and year he finished the portfolio—Lautrec 

exhibited Elles in full at the twentieth Salon des Cent and created a special poster (Fig. 1) to 

mark the occasion, taking the title page from the series and adding typography to promote Pellet 

as well as the running dates and location of the exhibition. This initial exhibition was well-

received, with writer Henri Degron applauding “the whole beautiful lithographic series by 

Toulouse-Lautrec, studies and sketches of a marvellously precise cruelty.”49 It is also reasonable 

to believe that some of the images from Elles were also displayed at the gallery of Lautrec’s 
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friend Maurice Joyant, on rue Forest in Montmartre, where Lautrec had a solo exhibition in 

1896. 

 

             Figure 1: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Poster for Elles, 1896. 
 

Lautrec was apparently hesitant to exhibit his maison close pictures stating that he did not wish 

to cause a scandal, and at his exhibition at Joyant’s gallery “he hung the brothel scenes in a 

separate room, only accessible to friends.”50 This particular exhibition was known to have 

displayed a number of his works on the subjects inspired by his time living in brothels such as 8 
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rue d’Amboise and 6 rue des Moulins; however, it is impossible to know precisely which works 

were on view as there is no surviving catalogue or list of images.51 Of his brothel paintings, 

Richard Thomson reveals: 

…they were not shown at the Indépendants; some lesbian paintings were 
displayed privately with dealers; and his 1896 one-man show kept the maison 
close pictures in a back room, available only to privileged clients. Elles alone was 
public. Why? It is possible that Lautrec was anxious about censorship. The police 
had required one of his lesbian pictures to be removed from Le Barc’s window in 
1892, and Arthur Huc remembered the artist telling him that he would try to avoid 
scandal by not exhibiting the Salon of the Rue des Moulins. The surreptitious 
nature of these images—from Lautrec’s extraordinarily intimate, almost 
participatory viewpoint to their quasi-clandestine display—implies that they 
functioned as a private frisson for gentleman.52 

 
Perhaps Lautrec’s anxiety regarding censorship contributed to the prosaic nature of Elles and 

perhaps he anticipated that the series would be more commercially successful if it was less 

obscene. In 1897 Elles was further exhibited, in full at La Libre Esthétique in Brussels and at the 

gallery of prominent art dealer Ambroise Vollard, and three of the sheets were included at the 

Salon des Indépendants.53 At the exhibitions for La Plume, in Brussels and at the Salon des 

Indépendants, “he presented no paintings, only lithographs and drawings that addressed 

corresponding themes.”54 Along with exhibition exposure, images from the suite were illustrated 

in the pages of both La Plume and Le Courier français.55 Elles was heavily promoted and would 

have been known to avid print collectors interested in the avant-garde art scene in and around 

Paris. Despite the album being well-advertised, it remains unclear who its intended customer 

was, for although Pellet commissioned the series to entice his usual clientele, Lautrec had to 
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have known that the way in which he rendered Elles would not appeal to such consumers. It 

seems likely that promotion in avant-garde circles did not translate to other groups of print 

connoisseurs. Elles certainly “proved to be too artistic for Pellet’s more pornographically 

inclined clientele.”56 Dismal sales led Pellet to disassemble the ironically undesirable albums to 

allow connoisseurs to purchase individual impressions for 25 francs,57 “which explains the rarity 

of an intact, original numbered series” today.58 After his lack of success, Pellet passed the suites 

along to Vollard who also failed to sell them.59 Even decades later, the album had not sold out.60 

It has proven virtually impossible to discover who purchased Elles; however, it is known that 

Norwegian artist Edvard Munch61 and American photographer Alfred Stieglitz62 each possessed 

one of the few versions of the portfolio which was sold in its entirety. 

There are a number of reasons that contribute to Elles’s failure on the print market. The 

series would have been a disappointment for all potential connoisseurs. Though certainly 

subdued by today’s standards, to the average consumer in the fin-de-siècle, the portfolio proved 

too scandalous with its portrayal of women within a brothel setting. In the bourgeois household, 

“sleepwear could no longer be worn outside the bedroom. It came to symbolize an erotic 
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intimacy to which even the slightest allusion, even implicit, was considered indecent.”63 

Although there is no graphic nudity or overtly sexual content in Elles, the women are shown not 

in everyday finery but in nightgowns and underclothes, hair unkempt, in various stages of 

undress, making it too distasteful for the connoisseur concerned with propriety. Conversely, this 

understated sensuality was all too tame for the collector of erotica. The combination of Gustave 

Pellet as publisher and dealer coupled with the album’s title “Elles”—the fin-de-siècle equivalent 

of a flashing neon light reading “GIRLS”—may have proven misleading for collectors 

anticipating a series of pornographic renderings of brothel interiors rather than humdrum 

moments of daily routine. As Lautrec was in the privileged position of interacting with these 

women behind-the-scenes, potential buyers may have hoped to see provocative scenes of 

depravity within the private spaces of brothels. How disappointing, then, to find that these 

women were not in their down time prurient nymphs but as ordinary as any other women. Elles 

therefore spoiled any fantasy of the private affairs in the maisons closes. In regards to the 

medium itself, Elles was not a typical album and in fact it fell in blatant opposition to the 

formula that made for a commercially successful and appreciated suite. In order for an album to 

sell successfully, “the dealer and the publisher” were required to “stay closely in touch with 

public taste,” to “study it and… flatter it.”64 Although Pellet himself appreciated Lautrec’s work, 

it would seem he did not accurately anticipate public reception, or at the very least that he did not 

contribute commercial advice to Lautrec during his creative process. As previously mentioned, 

contemporary suites had “a more homogenous feel and greater thematic consistency”65 than 
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Lautrec’s album, which, even as a print series largely shrouded in mystery today, was similarly 

misunderstood when it was produced for it lacked a clear narrative. It would seem that much like 

the women within its pages, Elles in and of itself existed on the periphery—too unseemly for the 

average connoisseur yet too bland and artistic to allure the enthusiast of erotica.  

 Of the key factors that contributed to the rise of the colour print as the defining art form 

of fin-de-siècle France, Phillip Dennis Cate emphasizes that the most important was “the 

influence of the Japanese print.”66 Japanese art was fundamentally responsible and yet oft-

overlooked for its influence on avant-garde and anti-establishment artists as they pushed against 

established creative norms and European artistic values. It was, after all, Japonisme—the passion 

for Japanese art and culture—that promoted the belief that the original print had value and 

artistic merit, as earlier in the century prints tended to be reserved for reproductive purposes.67 

After 200 years of isolation due to Sakoku, a policy of international relations that enforced 

national isolation in regards to trade and travel, Japan reopened its borders for trade in 1854. 

Soon after, “Western ships returned to Europe laden with Japanese art and artefacts, and the 

continent was flooded with small bronzes, woodcuts, textiles and earthenware from Japan.”68 

The arrival of and subsequent infatuation with Japonisme altered the French cultural milieu, 

elevating the once lowly status of both the decorative arts and the craftsman, consequently 

inspiring the Art Nouveau movement. Although Japanese prints were introduced in the 1850s 

with the “first wave” of Japonisme,69 it was not until the 1870s that the style of Japanese 

woodblocks especially began to influence print-based artists thanks to experimentation in 
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printing techniques and the rise of the poster.70 Specifically, the 1867 Exposition Universelle in 

Paris was the first time that Japanese prints, ceramics and other decorative arts were shown 

publicly to a European audience.71 

Parallels exist between the Edo artists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and the 

avant-garde artists working in Paris during the fin-de-siècle. Both groups sought to create art that 

rejected conventional tropes in favour of increasingly progressive subject matter and style in 

response to the pleasures of urban modernity.72 In Japan, this societal upheaval resulted in Ukiyo 

(“the floating world”)—a lifestyle wherein the central focus was the pleasures found in everyday 

life—and its corresponding artistic genre Ukiyo-e: 

In practice Ukiyo became the world of entertainment and daily pastimes: the 
theatre and the café, picnics and boating parties, busy streets and private 
households—a celebration of ordinary scenes and events. Ukiyo-e prints were 
popular and cheap; sold on city streets, they were the posters, billboards and the 
picture postcards of their day. Their casually treated views of contemporary life 
could hardly have been closer to Impressionist aims.73 
 

In Paris, desire for prints grew in tandem with the appreciation for and collection of Japonisme. 

Young, avant-garde artists were ready to produce art that challenged established artistic 

traditions and were thus very receptive to the arrival of Japanese art in France.74 With its 

penchant for “the depiction of everyday life, for a spontaneity of execution, for simplicity of 

design, for asymmetrical compositions and for the use of pure colours” the Japanese style was 

precisely the innovation needed to upset academic standards.75 Avant-garde French artists took 

inspiration from the way in which Edo artists compressed their scenes “by crowding figures onto 
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the frontal plane and by raising the horizon line.”76 The Edo style further served to modernize 

French printmaking at the end of the century with the adoption of unexpected spatial 

organization through the use of strong diagonals, unusual bird’s-eye vantage points and bold 

colour palettes. These aesthetic combinations “greatly negated traditional European methods of 

producing illusionistic space such as the one-point perspective system, and thus were basic to the 

development toward greater abstraction.”77 

 According to Cate, “from his first print through his last, Lautrec—possibly more than any 

other artist—assimilated and exploited the stylistic elements and the textural concerns of the 

Japanese print.”78 Lautrec’s obsession with Japonisme can be traced back to the early days of his 

artistic career in the 1880s. In 1882, while studying in Bonnat’s studio, fellow pupil and 

American artist Harry Humphrey Moore showed Lautrec some Japanese ephemera from his 

personal collection, spurring his curiosity.79 Later that year, Lautrec moved to the studio of 

Cormon, where he worked alongside Anquetin and Bernard, who were similarly interested in 

Japonisme. In 1883, art historian and esteemed editor of the art journal Gazette des Beaux-Arts 

Louis Gouse curated the critically acclaimed Exposition Retrospective de l’Art Japonais at 

Georges Petit Gallery, which displayed over 3000 works. The exhibition was lauded for its 

thorough display of all forms of Japanese art: 

“Japonism” has of late years become so fashionable, especially in Paris, that the 
success attending the “Exposition Retrospective de l’Art Japonais,” now being 
held at M. Georges Petit’s Gallery in the rue de Sèze, is not to be wondered at. 
The exhibition, the proceeds of which will be handed over to the Union Centrale 
des Arts Décoratifs, has been excellently organized by M. Louis Gouse, director 
of the Gazette des Beaux-Arts and owner of an extensive collection, with the help 
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of other amateurs. It affords specimens of every phase of Japanese art—paintings, 
lacquer, porcelain, and bronzes—all lent by private collectors.80 

 
Lautrec began his own collection of Japanese prints and objects after seeing this retrospective. 

By 1886, he became acquainted with Van Gogh, who invited Lautrec to his studio at 54, rue 

Lepic to survey his small collection of Japanese woodcuts. A. Portier, a dealer and connoisseur 

of Japanese prints, lived at the same address and found in Lautrec an ardent collector: “Lautrec 

often bought prints from him or, when he could persuade the dealer, traded his own paintings for 

colour woodcuts by Hokusai, Hiroshige, Utamaro, Toyokuni, Kiyonaga or Harunoba.”81 Lautrec 

continued to collect Japonisme, especially ukiyo-e prints, until his death.82 His intense 

fascination with Japanese art extended beyond mere collection, and served as inspiration for his 

artistic practice. Determined to authentically mimic the Edo style, Lautrec sent away for 

speciality art supplies from Japan, including brushes, an ink stone and sumi sticks.83 Traditional 

Japanese printmakers would grind the sumi stick—a solid wand often comprised of vegetable 

soot and animal glue—against the ink stone, adding water to reach the desired consistency and 

colour. Lautrec taught himself the same energetic brushwork he saw in his favourite ukiyo-e 

works, mimicking the style of “lively little figures with a few highly expressive lines.”84 

Throughout his career, his favourite subjects revolved around the culture of urban hedonism, 

portraying all manner of entertainers, unscrupulous characters and the establishments in which 

one would find them, sharing “many affinities with themes often to be seen in Japanese prints.”85 

Along with a common interest with his Edo predecessors in portraying the fin-de-siècle “floating 
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world,” Lautrec further emulated the ukiyo-e woodblock style in his lithographs, favouring the 

Japanese propensity for simplicity while incorporating unusual proportions, voluptuous line 

work, unexpected colour combinations and the characteristically flat plane of space. Ultimately, 

Lautrec was influenced by the presence of “graphic abstraction based on simple forms, a few 

principal planes and a focus on line,”86 all of which served to set his oeuvre apart from his 

contemporaries. By 1891, Lautrec had mastered the art of colour lithography. Colta Feller Ives 

notes that much like the Japanese woodcuts he so admired, colour lithography was similarly 

demanding, due to the need for “a separate block for each colour and a key block for the 

outlines.”87 Lautrec’s intense appreciation for Japanese art and culture spurred a lifelong dream 

to visit the far-off land; however, “he consistently failed to convince a friend to join him, turned 

down his mother’s offer to pay his way and never did make the trip.”88 

  Ukiyo-e compositional elements and strategies are delicately dispersed throughout the 

pages of Elles. Even Lautrec’s monogram-based signature—the initials “HTL” enclosed within a 

circle, which adorned the title page of the album and each subsequent sheet—was born from the 

artist’s infatuation with Japonisme. Lautrec was a near-daily visitor of the Goupil Gallery in 

Montmartre, which was run under the direction of his friend Joyant in the 1890s and housed a 

great number of Japanese works on paper.89 It was here that Lautrec intently studied ukiyo-e and 

would have noticed that Japanese artists and publishers adorned their prints not with a traditional 

signature but with a circular seal. From 1892 onwards, “Lautrec used the monogram consistently 

in prints… sometimes playfully enclosing in it the silhouette of a teapot, a mouse or an 
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elephant.”90 Elles embodies the essence of ukiyo-e in that Lautrec portrays the daily life of 

prostitutes behind the scenes, frankly opposing the contemporary European inclination for 

titillation or shock value through the presentation of debauched or even pornographic scenes 

wherein eager women wait to be consumed by lecherous clients. The very fact that Lautrec 

renders his figures as ordinary women rather than sexual playthings made it “a somewhat daring 

subject for ‘fine’ art at that time.”91 All of this is not to say that Lautrec never created more erotic 

scenes or that he himself did not partake in the consumption of erotica. Beyond his love for 

standard ukiyo-e, he also collected Japanese erotic prints (shunga) and purchased from the 

Goncourt brothers a copy of Utamaro’s The Poem of the Pillow,92 an album containing scenes of 

fornication ranging from the ordinary and romantic to those interwoven with elements of fantasy 

and violence. It has been noted by many scholars that Elles parallels Utamaro’s album The 

Twelve Hours of the Green Houses (c. 1795), a suite of twelve colour woodcuts that portrays the 

daily lives of women from the pleasure houses of the Yoshiwara district. While Elles is 

undoubtedly analogous to Utamaro’s album in that it captures the spirit of oft sexualized women 

partaking not in the acts of their job but in tedious daily rituals, that is where the similarities end 

as Lautrec imparts his individual style within his suite. Having resided in the brothels and 

befriended the women within, Lautrec was uniquely placed as both observer and paying 

customer and as such he “understood the basic differences between carefully trained, educated 

geishas and Parisian prostitutes; he did not try to imitate Utamaro’s ideal, elegant courtesans 

with swanlike necks and elaborate coiffures, but drew his own models with a reportorial 

accuracy that—without moral outrage or lust—described their lives.”93 It has been suggested by 
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some that with the addition of a twelfth print, Elles would have seamlessly exemplified the 

typical suite of Japanese shunga as it then would have “made up the dozen [sheets] typical of 

Japanese collections of erotic prints.”94 Lautrec does not imitate Utamaro’s style, but rather pays 

subtle homage to it through the creation of an entirely new means of portraying commercial 

sexuality during the 1890s. Without the wave of Japonisme that flooded France and captured 

Lautrec’s interest, Elles would not have been executed in the same fashion and may indeed have 

been a more erotic body of work. 

Lautrec’s repeated use of crachis—a technique in which ink was spattered in a fine mist, 

creating a delicate but irregular litany of dots across the lithographic stone—throughout the Elles 

album (and his lithographic oeuvre), closely mimics the Japanese technique of fuki-botan, 

wherein artists blew pigment through a small straw.95 Beyond colour and style, certain motifs 

within Elles reflect general societal interest in Japonisme. Enthusiasts of Japanese art also 

collected “bric-brac, fans, parasols, combs and textiles,” 96 elements of which can be found in a 

number of sheets in Elles. Lautrec subtly includes oriental fans as wall adornments and employs 

the undulating lines of an arabesque pattern with variation in colour and concentration in many 

of the compositions as an ornamental device for wallpaper, carpet, furniture and bedding. The 

repeated use of this particular motif hardly seems to be a coincidence and I argue it pays tribute 

to Lautrec’s fondness for Japonisme. Karakusa (arabesque) patterns were common in Japan, first 

appearing in textiles during the Asuka (592-710) and Nara (711-794) periods due to trade with 

China, and gaining further popularity during the latter half of the Edo era.97 Given the rise of the 

Japanese arabesque pattern in the Edo period and the fact that the Japonisme arriving in France 

																																																								
94 Thomson, “Images of the Maisons Close,” 437. 
95 Cate, “Japanese Influence,” 65.  
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in the nineteenth century most often originated from the same era, it is reasonable to assume that 

Lautrec’s recurrent use of arabesque as his pattern of choice for textiles and wallpaper in the 

Elles interiors is a direct reflection of his own interest in Japanese art and culture. 

The rise of the colour lithograph and the popularity of the print-based album came about 

in nineteenth-century Paris due to societal willingness to accept the print as a collectible, fine-art 

object. The simultaneous propagation of lithography and Japonisme along with the vivacity of 

Parisian urban modernity resulted in a hospitable context that informed and inspired Lautrec’s 

distinctive oeuvre and the Elles portfolio. Lautrec created in Elles an anomalous body of work on 

the topic of brothel sex workers by virtue of his unusual approach to the printed suite as a means 

of abstract narrative to mimic in subject matter the intimacy of the portfolio itself. This avant-

garde commitment to sensuality over sexuality in portraying the internal world of brothel 

denizens was what ultimately led to poor sales. The album was at once too erotic for the ordinary 

collector and too ordinary for the collector of erotica, a unique portfolio on commercial sexuality 

proving to be, at least initially, a commercial failure. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Demimondes of Desire? Ambiguous Intimacy in Toulouse-Lautrec’s Elles 

 
Lautrec more than anyone else gave the contemporary prostitute a face. He did 
not paint them as femmes fatales or as victims of society but as ordinary women 
of flesh and blood wrapped up in their daily activities.1 

 
Nienke Bakker 

 
With the completion of Elles in 1896, Lautrec revealed “the private world of prostitutes 

who inhabited the luxurious brothels of Paris,”2 effectively opening a door that was otherwise 

closed to most members of the public. The Elles portfolio is sensual rather than sexual; it 

portrays female brothel workers not in scenes of lustful passion but in secluded moments of daily 

routine. The ambiguous title of the album—which translates from French to “they,” “them,” 

“those” and “shes” in the feminine gender—is deliberate and doubly significant. The pronoun is 

appropriately vague; sexual commerce and the people involved in it function and rely upon 

anonymity. It also acts as a preliminary signal to viewers of the content within. Despite the 

ordinary activities that the women perform—combing their hair, lounging in bed, fastening 

corsets—they were not ordinary in the eyes of the fin-de-siècle public. On the contrary, because 

of their profession these women were positioned on the periphery of both society and morality. 

Similarly, as a body of work, Elles, too, is on the periphery of artistic convention. The album is 

not lecherous in its voyeurism nor is it outwardly erotic in its subject matter, which certainly was 

the popular method of handling imagery of prostitution. Elles instead focuses on honest 

observation. Lautrec, unlike his contemporaries, “had been trained and had matured with a 

naturalist belief in the primacy of observation… he was not shaped and constrained by the 

																																																								
1 Nienke Bakker, “Maisons Closes: The Brothel as a Modern Subject,” in Guy Cogeval et. al., eds., Splendour and 
Misery. Pictures of Prostitution in France, 1850-1910 (Paris: Musée d’Orsay/Flammarion, 2015), 130. 
2 Riva Castleman and Wolfgang Wittrock, eds., Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec: Images of the 1890s (New York: The 
Museum of Modern Art, 1985), 170. 
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exigencies of style.”3 Through careful visual analysis of each lithograph in the Elles suite, this 

chapter will explore the unexpected way in which Lautrec portrayed intimacy within the brothel 

interior. 

To understand how Elles differed so drastically from contemporary attitudes towards sex 

work, one need only look to writing from and of the times. From Charles Baudelaire’s remark on 

the prostitute as “a perfect image of the savagery that lurks in the midst of civilization,”4 to 

Walter Benjamin’s famous declaration that “the whore…is seller and commodity in one,”5 it is 

clear that sex workers were understood as debased objects to be purchased and used. In his 1894 

treatise The Modern Parisienne, writer Octave Uzanne fiercely denounced the sex worker and 

her life in the brothel in a passage rife with misogyny: 

The life led in these houses is very simple. The women rise at ten and lounge 
about in loose dressing-gowns in the morning. They lunch at noon, and then put 
themselves in the hands of the hairdresser. When his operations are concluded 
they turn to painting—a complicated operation for the prostitute of the brothel, 
who needs the most embellishment and who is the most elaborately painted of all 
her kind. From two in the afternoon they are “on duty,” and await clients in the 
salon. They chatter incessantly, always in the same empty way, about the 
thousand nothings which occur to their microscopic brains. The talk is 
incoherence itself. Their ideas are quite unconnected—a series of impressions 
entirely unrelated. They quarrel, smoke, drink and caterwaul songs, sentimental or 
obscene. They wear voluminous and diaphanous tea-gowns, black or coloured 
stockings, which serve as purses in which they put all the money they earn and 
false jewellery in appallingly bad taste… At three in the morning, those who are 
not engaged for the night settle up the day’s accounts with the head of the 
house—an elderly lady, usually well dressed and respectable in appearance—and 
retire to their garrets… It is a horrible life—a circle of hell which Dante 
overlooked.6 
 

																																																								
3 Richard Thomson, “Styling the City: Observation and Perception in Print Albums of the 1890s,” in Phillip Dennis 
Cate, et. al., Prints Abound: Paris in the 1890s. From the Collections of Virginia and Ira Jackson and the National 
Gallery of Art (Washington: National Gallery of Art, Washington, 2000), 51.  
4 Charles Baudelaire, The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays (New York: Phaidon Press, Inc., 1964), 36.  
5 Walter Benjamin, “Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” New Left Review, trans., Perspecta 12 (1969), 170.  
6 Octave Uzanne, The Modern Parisienne, 1894, English translation (London: William Heinemann & Company, 
Ltd., 1912), 94-95. 
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Uzanne’s writing, though undeniably laden with contempt for the sexual economy and those 

involved, provides insight regarding day-to-day life in Parisian bordellos. Certainly to the 

uninitiated—well-to-do women or men who did not partake in brothel services—the prostitute 

was assumed to be a lustful creature with an insatiable voracity for both sex and money. In 

contrast to the established imaginary of the sex worker as a siren of debauchery, Lautrec’s 

depiction of brothel life does not appear to show this “horrible life” but instead renders prosaic 

scenes that are quintessentially domestic. 

The collective imagery of an anonymous woman, a gentleman’s top hat and the presence 

of “ELLES” emblazoned in uppercase letters on the cover (Fig. 2) and frontispiece (Fig. 3) 

makes clear the subject matter of Lautrec’s series.7 Both cover and frontispiece depict the same 

image, the former in black-and-white and the latter rendered in tones of sepia with pops of blue 

and orange. This introductory picture acquaints viewers not only with the focus of the portfolio 

but also to Lautrec’s stylistic approach. Throughout Elles the artist favours vague imprecision 

over methodical detail, depicting abstract motifs to imply familiar backgrounds. Viewers can, for 

instance, ascertain that each image within the series shows an interior, however, patterns, textiles 

and furniture are implied with quick lithographic strokes rather than painstaking accuracy. 

Within Lautrec’s oeuvre of brothel imagery and in many of the plates in Elles he places all focus 

upon the figure, placing them within “schematic” backgrounds that “are little more than visual 

props.”8 The woman depicted on the cover and frontispiece of the album is shown with her back 

to viewers. 

																																																								
7 The order in which I analyze the sheets in Elles is based upon the way in which the prints are organized in the 
collections of institutions such as the Art Institute of Chicago, the Museum of Modern Art and the Van Gogh 
Museum. Gustave Pellet numbered and initialed every print in the bottom right corner; however, his inscriptions are 
based upon the edition number of the 100 albums that were printed rather than the order of each print within the 
series.  
8 Thomson, “Maisons Closes,” in Richard Thomson, et. al., eds., Toulouse-Lautrec and Montmartre (Washington: 
National Gallery of Art; Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 2005), 208. 
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Coupled with the unembellished yet pronounced capital letters of the title, her anonymity is a 

fitting introductory image, signalling to consumers the otherness of the women represented in the 

forthcoming pages of the suite. Furthermore, this image is one of four pictures in the album to 

show a woman from behind. The artist manipulates bodily position as a visual tool, a trick 

Lautrec utilized for both his brothel and theatre subjects.9 As Richard Thomson astutely 

observes, a front-facing body implies directness while a figure shown from behind may instead 

indicate modesty, noting that a female figure positioned in such a way might be used to 

																																																								
9 Thomson, “Staging, Psychology and Sexuality: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec’s Prostitutes,” in Heather MacDonald, 
ed., Impressionism and Post-Impressionism at the Dallas Museum of Art: The Richard R. Brettell Lecture Series 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2013), 126. 

Figure 2: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Cover from Elles, 
1896. 

Figure 3: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Frontispiece from 
Elles, 1896. 
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emphasize “feminine rituals from which men are excluded.”10 In much the same way that bodies 

were deliberately posed on stage, Thomson postulates that Lautrec uses the back to communicate 

to viewers a disconnect between characters—or indeed character and viewer—and employed the 

posture as a useful mechanism for viewers to read and comprehend a scene.11 This seems to 

suggest that although the cover girl of Elles does not confront the viewer’s gaze, she is aware 

that she is being watched and perhaps her fanciful hair play is performative. 

To her left, the inclusion of a gentleman’s top hat perched upon a pile of female 

undergarments draped over a chair leaves little doubt in the mind as to the “they” that “Elles” 

refers to. The masculine accessory combined with the action of the woman letting down her 

hair––an act “which would only have been done to prepare for bed”12––simultaneously implies 

the presence of a male client and the sexual ambience of the room. This image would be an 

entirely feminine genre scene were it not for the inclusion of the top hat, carefully detailed and 

positioned in the foreground; a singular masculine element used to transform the scene from one 

of solitary ritual to sensual encounter. Lautrec ensures that all attention is drawn to the faceless 

woman and the title of the series through strategic placement of colour; the fiery orange of her 

hair as well as the indigo hue of her dress and a ribbon cast off to her left are the only colours 

offered in the composition. Despite the minimal colour palette, Lautrec’s manipulation of 

pigment is far from one-dimensional. In the blue of the woman’s dress, for instance, one can see 

that the artist utilized a light hand to apply the first layer of colour before using thicker strokes 

overtop to both intensify the shade and provide a sense of texture, drapery and movement to the 

																																																								
10 Thomson, “Staging, Psychology and Sexuality,” 126-127. 
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12 Mary Weaver Chapin, “The Life and Line of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,” in Jay A. Clarke, ed., The Impressionist 
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garment’s material. He also makes use of the tone of the paper itself, keeping certain spaces of 

the sheet blank so as to imply the presence of lighter pigment. Phillip Dennis Cate asserts that 

French print artists of the nineteenth century, especially Lautrec, employed the white of paper as 

a device to simultaneously contribute to colour palette and emphasize the plane of space.13 As 

such, the snowy ruffled collar and frilly, cast-aside underclothing are in stark contrast to a print 

otherwise filled with hurried line-work. There is a subtle sense of voyeurism at play. Is the 

viewer meant to take on the role of the male client? Or are we to imagine the scene as a vista of 

vice, assuming an undressed gentleman waits for his companion off-stage? Lautrec further 

manipulates the viewer’s sense of spatial awareness by flattening the surface of the print. He 

eschews three-dimensionality in favour of a compressed space, minimal colour palette and 

limited compositional elements. This technique, influenced by the Japanese woodblocks he so 

admired, is present throughout the entirety of the portfolio. However, even with this flatness, 

there is a sense of movement in that we can anticipate the action of the woman and it would 

seem that her hair is about to cascade down her back. Closer inspection of the image reveals that 

Lautrec has gradually varied the thickness and intensity of his lines to define the picture plane 

and give the impression of objects receding further into the background. It is clear from the inky, 

distinct lines that form the top hat that it is in the foreground as is the chair it rests upon. The 

woman appears to stand in a space just beyond the chair, the blue of her garb seemingly in line 

with the blue of her discarded ribbon. The furthest elements in the background are murky at best 

due to the faint, untidy scribbles of fawn and blue. One can just recognize what appears to be a 

woman’s hat adorned with a ribbon and feather. Perhaps the pale blue scrawls––again, the same 

																																																								
13 Phillip Dennis Cate, “Japonisme and the Revival of Printmaking at the End of the Century,” in Yamada 
Chisaburō, ed., The Society for the Study of Japonisme, Japonisme in Art: An International Symposium (Tokyo: 
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indigo shade as her clothing––indicate this is a heap of her day clothing. The black-and-white 

lithographic cover of the portfolio, although portraying the exact same image as the frontispiece, 

provides easier-to-view details than its coloured frontispiece companion. In the cover, it is 

plainer to make out details other than the woman: the abstract pattern of the rug upon which she 

stands, the deeper lines that make up the chair and what appears to be a mirror in front of her, 

given the white streaks Lautrec added. Coupled with the minimalistic colour palette, the black 

lines that form the chair, rug and what is presumably a chaise or bed, easily blend together. All at 

once the woman seems to stand upon the carpet and float in space. The eye is first drawn to her, 

the central and most colourful feature of the lithograph. Her arms, both lifted and bent at the 

elbow as she engages in the playful rearrangement of her hair, draw the eyes upward, following 

her gestures. The elbow of her left arm fastens to the blocked letters that form the title of the 

album. Beneath “ELLES” sits Lautrec’s Japanese-inspired monograph, a synthesis of the initials 

HTL encompassed by a circle.  

Although it does not portray a brothel interior or a prostitute, the first image inside the 

suite is the most well-known from the series and “the one which sold most copies when the 

portfolio was broken up.”14 Brilliantly coloured with rich tones of red and yellow, Mademoiselle 

Cha-U-Kao, The Seated Clowness (La clownesse assise, Mademoiselle Cha-U-Kao) (Fig. 4) 

portrays the infamous acrobat and performer of the Nouveau Cirque and Moulin Rouge not in 

the midst of one of her lively routines but at rest backstage, the scene of a masked ball laid out 

behind her. Due to the vivid colouring and considerable attention to detail, especially in contrast 

to the otherwise modest frontispiece, The Seated Clowness is one of the most elaborate and 

“complete” looking works in Elles. Richard Thomson notes that the work is unique within Elles 
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“in representing both the clowness, Cha-U-Kao, who is not evident elsewhere in the album, and a 

public space.”15 Very little is known about Cha-U-Kao, including her true identity. In fact, the 

name itself was “a pun based on the words chahut (a type of cancan) and chaos.” 16 

 

Figure 4: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Mademoiselle Cha-U-Kao, The Seated Clowness (Mademoiselle Cha-U-Kao, 
La Clownesse assise) from Elles, 1896. 

 
Certainly, the chahut was a rigorous and zealous dance, requiring vigour and a marked creative 

flair so as to set one apart from other dancers, explaining why some performers, such as Cha-U-

Kao, rose to notoriety.  

The dance was a difficult one for the general public, demanding a high degree of 
training and great physical agility and assumed the character of a spectacle. It was 
danced by girls alone, without male partners, and although the basic steps are easy 
to describe there was much scope for improvisation, depending on the 
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imagination and the vitality of the dancer… As the band struck up, the girls would 
come out to the centre of the dance floor, start with a few relatively simple steps, 
then work up to a frenzy, spinning around like tops, turning cartwheels 
sometimes, and punctuating their gyrations with the famous high kick, the port 
d’armes (“shoulder arms”), when the dancer would stand on the toes of one foot, 
holding the other foot as high as possible with one hand. The other main feature 
of the chahut was the grand écart or “splits” when the dancer would make a 
spectacular finish by sitting down on the floor with both legs stretched out 
absolutely horizontally. It was a noisy, stamping dance, it was earthy and animal, 
performed to a rough-and-ready clientele in an atmosphere of tobacco smoke, 
sweat and cheap perfume…17 
 

The above description of the dance hall environment is echoed in Lautrec’s lithograph. One can 

discern the outlines of chandeliers, vaulted architectural motifs and a mass of spectators within 

the large space beyond. Atop the golden yellow hue of the grand space Lautrec stipples a hazy 

shade of pink, lending itself to a smoky atmosphere. Cha-U-Kao’s rouged lips are turned up in a 

slight smirk as she meets the viewer’s gaze, “the only figure in the album to confront the 

spectator head-on,”18 a flush playing upon her cheeks as though she has just come backstage to 

rest after a spirited performance. Her white hair, a wig, is perched upon her head in a jovial 

fashion, the signature coiffure fastened with a yellow ribbon. Her fantastic yellow dress blooms 

around her, angular strokes giving the impression of a crisp taffeta. Here, Lautrec has applied the 

yellow in an especially opaque manner; elsewhere, in the background and on the carpet, he uses 

a light hand to lend an out-of-focus, golden quality, giving the sense of a more diverse colour 

palette. Similarly, the bench upon which she perches herself appears as a deep red thanks to a 

heavier application of ink whilst delicate treatment of the pigment in other areas of the scene 

materializes in shades of pink and coral. Her legs, rendered in an intense, inky black, 

demonstrate her affinity for the flexibility required to master the chahut, their splayed pose 
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reminiscent of the splits she would have landed in at the conclusion of her performance. Cha-U-

Kao’s wide-legged posture is “unabashedly masculine”19 and yet there is something undeniably 

erotic in her pose, especially as she leans forward, exposing bare arms and ample cleavage. She 

lightly clasps her hands in front of the dark expanse of her leotard and skirt, their placement 

directly in front of her genitalia, seemingly meant to draw the viewer’s eye there. Cha-U-Kao 

appears larger than life and unrealistically proportioned. There is a sense that if she were to stand 

she would break through the barriers of the page. Again, Lautrec plays with perspective here 

with a flattened space and the exaggerated size of Cha-U-Kao in relation to the figures present in 

the background. One wall behind the Mademoiselle has been shaded darker than the rest of the 

space, giving the impression that the wall recedes towards the ballroom without appearing three-

dimensional. Although it is evident that Lautrec utilizes size to give the impression of distance, 

there is no sense of how far away figures and objects truly are. 

 Certain motifs present within The Seated Clowness add continuity from the cover and 

frontispiece of the portfolio. Viewers are again introduced to a man’s top hat, which adorns the 

gentleman in the doorway of the background, who is depicted in far more detail than his female 

companion rendered simply as a vivid coral silhouette. I believe she is left as an abstract form 

intentionally, as she is not meant to be one of the “elles” of the series. She is a woman, but not 

the kind of woman Lautrec was interested in portraying for the purposes of this album. The 

man’s hat is easy to spot: after the viewer takes in the vision of Cha-U-Kao, the eye is 

immediately drawn to the black top hat, which is executed in the exact same style as the one 

depicted on the cover of the album. Perhaps the spectator of the album is following a bourgeois 

gentleman as he partakes in the sights and activities offered by Paris at night. The top hat makes 
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several appearances throughout Elles, a thread of continuity in the series. Another recurring 

decorative element present from the cover and frontispiece is the patterning of the carpet. Here, 

the abstract dots are portrayed in colour but they are styled in the same way from the previous 

print. Abstract design in the form of dots, arabesque tendrils and other such line-work appear in 

every lithograph in Elles—with vibrant prominence or subtle obscurity—serving as a unifying 

motif that ensures each print is recognizable as a component within a larger series.  

 There is no explanation as to why Cha-U-Kao is included in Elles and thus far scholarly 

writing has yet to provide convincing evidence for her presence. It is possible, given Lautrec’s 

documented captivation with Japonisme, that he inserted an image of Cha-U-Kao within the 

portfolio because her persona embodied fin-de-siècle interest in Japanese culture. The selection 

of the stage name “Cha-U-Kao” was chosen deliberately, altered from the original title “Chahut-

Chaos” to sound “more oriental, and therefore more fashionable.”20 Furthermore, the ornamented 

interior in which Cha-U-Kao exists is “a space ruled by Japanese perspective: the floor tilted up, 

the background defined by strips of colour.”21 Bright pops of colour, especially variations of 

blue, pink and yellow, are present throughout the more colourful sheets Lautrec’s album, perhaps 

inspired by the unusual colour combinations he came to admire in works by Edo artists. Some 

scholars have proposed that her inclusion demonstrates that Elles is in fact a series depicting the 

lifestyle of a same-sex couple in Paris22 since Cha-U-Kao was known to prefer relationships with 

women and Lautrec was fascinated by female same-sex desire.23 Indeed, Lautrec’s interest in 

																																																								
20 Ives, The Great Wave, 94. 
21 Ives, the Great Wave, 94.  
22 Suzuki, Prints and Posters from the MoMA, 66. 
23 In an effort to use language that is more historically accurate and neutral, I have avoided use of the term “lesbian” 
and its derivatives. Though understood today to denote sexual orientation, the designation “lesbian” was not widely 
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writing spoke of love between women. For centuries “lesbian” was used to indicate anything that originated from 
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amorous relationships between women is well-documented in his oeuvre and he completed a 

number of compositions depicting female lovers, some anonymous, others of notable performers. 

This captivation seems based in both voyeurism and in what Lautrec himself described as 

“furias––bouts of intense fascination with a person or a place that could last days, weeks or even 

years, bringing passion to all that he depicted.”24 I argue that there are a few reasons for which 

this theory holds little merit. Firstly, the other women represented throughout Elles do not 

resemble Cha-U-Kao, especially when compared to Lautrec’s other works that portray her out of 

costume such as the piece At the Moulin Rouge, Two Women Waltzing (1892). In this particular 

work, Cha-U-Kao is illustrated not in her infamous yellow ensemble but in ordinary dress as an 

ordinary woman, dancing in the arms of her female companion.25 The unnamed partner in 

question is widely believed to be Gabrielle, Cha-U-Kao’s lover,26 who was a sex worker in one 

of the establishments on the rue des Moulins and an occasional dancer at the Moulin Rouge.27 

Gabrielle is also portrayed strolling arm-in-arm with a costumed Cha-U-Kao in Lautrec’s 1897 

lithograph The Clowness at the Moulin Rouge and is universally thought to be the subject of his 

1891 portrait Woman Seated in a Garden, depicted in “the strict black jacket and white shirt of 

the lesbian.”28 Homosexuality in general was abhorred as unnatural and immoral in nineteenth-

century France. However, while male homosexuality was criminalized and understood as “a 

																																																								
not socially acceptable—were generally not understood as the equivalent of male homosexuality. By mid-century, 
medical literature used the term to suggest a form of mental illness or other such affliction in women and “lesbian” 
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threat to the virility of the nation,” for heterosexual men in Montmartre, same-sex female 

relations were viewed as erotic and sometimes understood as a performative complement to 

Paris’s entertainment scene.29 Consumers of Elles were likely familiar with Mademoiselle Cha-

U-Kao and may have experienced a certain amount of excitement in opening the portfolio only 

to be greeted with the immediate gaze and titillating pose of a popular female performer known 

to prefer the company of women rather than men. However, in The Seated Clowness, Lautrec 

does not objectify her sexuality to suit male fantasy but shows her as a woman in control of her 

own space. Similarly, in At the Moulin Rouge, Two Women Waltzing, she is illustrated in a 

private and innocent moment of contentment, in the arms of her paramour. According to Mary 

Weaver Chapin, “it was likely Lautrec’s fondness for the performer that prompted him to include 

her in Elles.”30 I posit that he chose the Clowness above his other entertainer friends for the very 

reason that the chahut was a dance performed without male partners. As such, this print lends 

itself nicely within Elles, which focuses on women whose professions make a spectacle of the 

female body for male enjoyment and yet are shown to be independent from male pleasure. 

Additionally, not only did Lautrec already portray Cha-U-Kao as homosexual in large-scale, 

publicly exhibited pieces, he also explored the theme of same-sex female desire in several 

significant and widely presented works. For instance, In Bed, The Kiss (1892) depicts two 

women beneath bed linens, engaged in a passionate embrace and At the Salon of the Rue des 

Moulins––Rolande (1894) depicts one female prostitute performing cunnilingus on another. 

Much like the women in Elles, these images “do not appear to be passing any moral judgement,” 

and instead provide for viewers “highly observant records of performative genders in a state of 

liquid, subversive displacement that offers up a visual diagnosis of an urban culture in a state of 
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transformation.”31 Through both tender moments of affection and acts of carnal passion, Lautrec 

had already portrayed female same-sex attraction in sizeable paintings that pre-dated Elles. If 

Elles was truly a series meant to illustrate Sapphic love, why then did Lautrec not portray the 

women in similarly arousing images, especially with the potential that the private medium of a 

print portfolio presented? After all, “portrayals of lesbians clearly had a voyeuristic appeal to 

straight men,”32 and a portfolio dedicated to the subject would have guaranteed impressive sales. 

The majority of the plates in Elles portray solitary women and the only prints to show women 

interacting—Woman with Tray, Breakfast and Woman Waking Up in Bed—have been 

compellingly identified as contemporary brothel owner Madame Baron and her daughter Pauline, 

also known as Mademoiselle Popo. Despite the fact that a number of performers in Paris did 

moonlight as sex workers, Cha-U-Kao was not one of these women and never participated in the 

Parisian sexual economy.33 The inclusion of Cha-U-Kao enhances the sense of otherness of 

Elles. She is presented not in the midst of a dance (and consequently as the centre of attention), 

but seated offstage while people of a higher-class take in the sights in the room beyond. 

Similarly, prostitution was also on the fringes of popular society. Her presence as a notable 

performer is indicative, in an abstract way, of the performative nature of sex work. Sex workers 

and performers alike had to appeal to spectacle and fantasy to make a living. Alain Corbin 

suggests that during the fin-de-siècle, clients wanted more than the act of sex and “demanded 

some semblance of seduction, of feeling, even of attachment,” with the women they sought out 

in the maisons de luxe.34 As such, sex work became a performance in and of itself wherein 
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women were required to appeal to physical and emotional desire. Elles does not portray the 

performance of sex work as the series does not focus on the interaction between patron and 

prostitute; however, the women are shown in quiet moments of repose, much like Mademoiselle 

Cha-U-Kao as she rests backstage.  

 Interestingly, in all of the pieces that Lautrec dedicated to the portrayal of the Clowness, 

only one other work aside from the lithograph in Elles portrays the entertainer in a private 

moment, the 1895 oil painting The Clown Cha-U-Kao (La Clownesse Cha-U-Kao) (Fig. 5). In 

this work we see the performer in profile seated in what appears to be a dressing room backstage. 

Unlike in The Seated Clowness, here she does not meet the viewer’s gaze but instead focuses her 

attention at the task at hand, clasping or removing her signature yellow costume. The vibrant 

ruffle nearly overwhelms the otherwise muted colour palette, its hue echoed in the loose ribbon 

fastened precariously to her coiffure. 

 

Figure 5: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, The Clown Cha-U-Kao (La Clownesse Cha-U-Kao), oil on card, Musée 
d’Orsay, 1895. 
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Her costume and hair are precisely the same as they appear in the Elles print; however, the lively 

oil brushstrokes do contribute to a more voluminous form. The Clown Cha-U-Kao, much like 

The Seated Clowness, appears exaggerated in size and proportion, her generous bosom spilling 

from the confines of her black leotard. In contrast to the Elles plate providing an expansive view 

of Cha-U-Kao’s environment, here Lautrec abruptly cuts off the painting. We see Cha-U-Kao 

seated upon a mahogany-hued sofa with a table covered in white linen just in front of her, upon 

which are the remnants of a meal. Lautrec has severed the composition so that her legs and most 

of the table are subtracted from the scene. Just above the table, in the upper left quadrant of the 

painting, hangs what appears to be a portrait, or, more likely, a mirror, in which an older man 

materializes, dressed in what may be the uniform of a server. Although the Clowness is 

undoubtedly the main feature of this work, she is not alone and is shown as subject to the male 

gaze. The painting, though depicting an intimate scene of a public person enjoying a moment of 

privacy, is voyeuristic due to the subtle presence of the male figure and the way in which the 

viewer’s vantage point is positioned uncomfortably close, as though we are looking over her 

inclined shoulder. 

The next image in the Elles series is Woman with Tray, Breakfast, Madame Baron and 

Mademoiselle Popo (Femme au plateau, petit déjeuner, Madam Baron et Mademoiselle Popo) 

(Fig. 6). Completed only in russet-coloured ink, this print falls in blatant contrast to its colourful 

antecedent, The Seated Clowness. The greatest detail in an otherwise softly executed lithograph 

is reserved for the faces of the two subjects: the dark eyebrows and keen gaze of the corpulent 

matron on the left, who walks away clutching a breakfast tray, and the tousled morning hair and 

heavyset eyes of the young woman who lounges in bed, head resting in hand as she watches the 

former leave. Lautrec has included extra line work on the hands of the lady in the foreground, 
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which delicately grasp the tray upon which a coffee mug and creamer are minutely detailed. Both 

women are dressed in ruffled nightgowns, fabric flouncing about their collars. Despite the 

unembellished nature of the lithograph, the artist makes clear that the girl in bed is younger than 

the woman carrying away the morning’s breakfast with her smooth, youthful complexion and 

diminutive figure. 

 

Figure 6: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman with Tray, Breakfast, Madame Baron and Mademoiselle Popo 
(Femme au plateau, Petit déjeuner, Madame Baron et Mademoiselle Popo) from Elles, 1896. 

 
With delicate strokes, Lautrec creates the illusion of drapery and pleating in the garments of each 

woman. Extra lines on the first woman’s form indicate the rolls of her body beneath the fabric, 

and added shading beneath her lips delineates a double chin. Although the representation is 

naturalistic, it is not unkind and the woman conveys an air of respect in her stately posture. It is 

clear from her companion’s stare that she holds her in high esteem, suggesting a hierarchy or at 

the very least a nurturing relationship wherein one looks after the other. As one woman serves 

another, it is tempting to assume that perhaps the older of the two is a maid or hand servant. 
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Upon close inspection, however, one can see that the woman with the tray wears a pearl 

necklace—not an accessory that a maid would have possessed. The women in question have 

been identified as Madame Baron and her daughter Paulette, also known as Popo, whom the 

madam “passed off as her sister.”35 In the 1890s, one of Lautrec’s favourite bordello haunts was 

a luxurious establishment at 24 rue des Moulins, near the Bibliothèque Nationale, an 

establishment managed by Madame Baron and Paulette.36 Lautrec was not only a client but a 

friend to female inhabitants and was in fact permitted to live among them for a time. It is widely 

believed that Lautrec was inspired to create the Elles portfolio whilst residing at the rue des 

Moulins. Living among and befriending these women perhaps accounts for the sympathetic 

depictions of those featured within Elles. It is clear from the expressions upon Madame Baron 

and Paulette’s faces that they share a bond closer than that of brothel keeper and brothel resident. 

Lautrec has shown Popo to have genial features, looking after her mother with a warm smile 

upon her face. The very fact that a madam is serving her breakfast at all indicates a close 

connection between the two. There seems to be an emphasis on comfort in this particular image. 

Popo lounges amongst plush pillows and linens, the way in which she leans giving the 

impression that she has just fallen back into the pile of cushions after her mother removed her 

tray. Other details in the room are subtle: the metal frame of the bed, a wooden chair with 

clothing draped over it (mimicking the frontispiece), linear patterning to indicate floor boards or 

carpet. To the left, behind Madame Baron, one can make out the faint lines of a stool and 

washbasin, with what may be a mirror hung above it.   

 Woman Waking Up in Bed (Femme couchée, réveil) (Fig. 7), much like Woman with 

Tray, Breakfast, reserves the greatest detail for the subject’s face, which is at the centremost 
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point of the image. Here, Lautrec illustrates a drowsy woman, peeking out towards the viewer. 

She opens her right eye, appearing as though she has just turned her head towards us, and 

perhaps we are responsible for waking her. Lautrec takes care to pattern the quilt at the end of 

the bed, differentiating it from the stark white sheets folded around the woman. Hastily scrawled 

scores on the sheets and pillows indicate folds and volume. It is difficult to ascertain where the 

bed ends and her body begins as she lounges comfortably amongst sumptuous duvets and linens. 

 

Figure 7: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman Waking Up in Bed (Femme Couchée, Réveil) from Elles, 1896. 
 

The line work is darkest in the details of her hair, face and limp left hand as it dangles over her 

pillow; shading becoming progressively lighter as the eye moves towards the perimeter of the 

print. Aside from the plural implication of the album’s title, it becomes evident as one moves 

through the portfolio that the images depict different women in different spaces. For instance, 

here the bed frame has more architectural detail in its finials as opposed to the bed in Woman 
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with Tray, Breakfast, where they were spherical. It would seem that Lautrec took care to 

individualize each woman, perhaps because he knew them personally. Although they are—

largely—anonymous to us, they were not nameless conquests for him but often friends, or at the 

very least artistic muses. 

 Akin to The Seated Clowness, Woman at the Tub (Femme au tub) (Fig. 8) presents for 

viewers a colourful and comprehensive visual delight. In this image, a lone woman is depicted 

bent over a washbasin, a silver pitcher in her left hand, a sponge already floating in the water. Is 

she about to wash herself? Or is she there to assist another woman, presumably still in bed? 

 

Figure 8: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman at the Tub (Femme au Tub) from Elles, 1896. 

 
It seems likely she is set to clean herself as Lautrec portrays the bed in the reflection of an 

enormous, footed mirror and gives no indication of another lying in it. As she bows to fill her 

pitcher with water, her hair comes undone from its chignon, strands unravelling down her back 
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and into her eyes. Viewing this print feels voyeuristic as there is no suggestion of the woman’s 

face and certainly no indication that she is aware that she is being watched. Much like the 

woman portrayed in the frontispiece and cover, Lautrec has again utilized variation in thickness 

of line and depth of colour on the subject’s dress. Lautrec mastery of the lithographic medium is 

on full display in Woman at the Tub: 

…his colours are sometimes superimposed, sometimes alone, like the solid grey 
of water in the tub. With spatter textures and by showing one colour through the 
open lines, masses or textures of another, as in the woman’s dress, Lautrec 
achieves remarkable variety of colour effect. He made the most of the fact that a 
colour printed solid becomes a different colour from the same ink printed in a 
textured or granular or spatter pattern.37 
 

 Undulating patterns of dark and light slate give the illusion that the fabric moves and creases 

around her body. Additionally, the dress itself is near identical in formation to the one from the 

frontispiece; however, it is clearly a different woman given the variation in both fabric and hair 

colour. With Lautrec’s manipulation of the plane of space, she at once appears at a flush ninety 

degree angle and yet, given the careful manipulation of ink on the lithographic stone, it also 

seems as though her backside is angled slightly closer to the picture plane than the rest of her 

form. Lautrec is again demonstrating his commitment to the rendering of flat, two-dimensional 

spaces. The woman appears on the same plane as the floor and wallpaper and she blends into the 

frame of the large mirror. 

 Overall, this lithograph is a study in both “pattern and texture.”38 This particular room is 

overwhelmed with décor and pigment in comparison to the otherwise sparse interiors included 

within Elles. The room is adorned with a muted crimson carpet and golden wallpaper patterned 

with understated curls of arabesque and highly-pigmented red dots. Where the floor meets the 
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wall, Lautrec has included red lines of woodgrain to indicate baseboard moulding. Lautrec did 

not neatly conform to the stylistic preferences of the Nabi artists of the day; however, his 

treatment of this particular print aligns with the Nabi “rage for comforting, enveloping patterns” 

in their works of the same period.39 The embellished space serves as visual evidence that the 

brothel portrayed in Elles is indeed a maison de luxe and not a lower-class establishment: 

The interior decorations of many of the top maisons closes were a faithful 
reflection of the florid opulence and gaudy medley of tastes which characterized 
much of the art and interior decorations of the period. Luxury and vice went hand 
in hand. The mistresses of such well-endowed establishments were rumoured to 
live like princesses and their rooms were filled with objets d’art, gilt mirrors and 
candelabras, and paintings.40 
 

The only moderately suggestive element in the composition is a small image of Leda and the 

Swan displayed on the wall behind the woman.41 In fact, “except for the subtle appearance of the 

erotic picture on the back wall, Femme au tub suggests the same kind of bourgeois domesticity 

found in the paintings and prints of Edgar Degas and Mary Cassatt.”42A story from Greek 

mythology wherein Zeus spies the beautiful, mortal queen Leda and transforms himself into a 

swan to seduce her, Leda and the Swan became an enduring subject in erotica. Here, Lautrec 

includes the small black-and-white image of mythological erotica to allude to the suggestive 

nature of the space in question. This is no ordinary bedchamber but a room of seduction and 

carnal interactions, fittingly echoed by Zeus’s known promiscuity. The print is truncated along 

the top; viewers do not see the entire interior, nor can they see the whole image of Leda and the 

Swan. Only the sinuous lines that form the lower half of Leda’s nude form, seen from behind, 

and the curved neck and characteristic bill of the swan can be discerned. These details are 
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minimal but they are evidence enough to provide learned viewers with mischievous innuendo. 

The subtlety of the image is what makes it conspicuous: Lautrec took care not to add colour to 

the erotic insert so that it does stand out from an otherwise vivid backdrop. To the left of the 

scene of Leda and the Swan is a salmon-hued oriental fan, its curved shape mimicking the 

stooped figure of the woman, its inclusion likely inspired by Lautrec’s interest in Japonisme. Not 

only is there a large mirror occupying the right-most side of the composition, in which a great 

down bed is reflected, but there is also a second mirror on the left, hanging above the fireplace. 

Upon the mantel sits a clock topped with the sculpted bust of a bourgeois male figure, the back 

of the bust faintly reflected in the mirror. The fireplace—with broom and poker rendered 

simplistically to the right of the grate—sits unlit, indicating morning or early afternoon, a fact 

confirmed by the timepiece as it looks to be either 10 o’clock or 11:50.  

The same year he completed Elles, Lautrec created a preparatory drawing in red chalk for 

Woman at the Tub (Fig. 9). The preliminary sketch served as a guide for the subsequent print. 

 

Figure 9: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman at the Tub, red chalk, preparatory study for Elles, 1896. 
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Lautrec preserved the same shapes and lines for the central figure to maintain a distinctly flat 

composition in which the subject appears superimposed.43 By examining the drawing we can see 

that Lautrec maintained the fundamental outlines in the final lithograph; however, he did use the 

preparatory sketch to experiment with pattern, as seen on the wallpaper in the background. 

Within the drawing we can see Lautrec playing slightly with positioning—such as the angle of 

the pitcher in relation to the basin and the placement of the bed in relation to the mirror—and 

practicing different ideas for the patterning of the wallpaper given the presence of various lines, 

circles and abstract shapes. Although outlines are present for decorative objects such as the art 

and mantelpiece, no detail is offered here. The clock is only rendered as a square and what is to 

become the image of Leda and the Swan is simply a block upon the wall. Lautrec clearly knew 

from the beginning that he wanted to include the decorative fan and a work of art beside it, but 

the canvas itself is blank, perhaps indicating that he had not yet decided upon Leda and the Swan 

as the subject. Seeing the drawing gives a sense of the artist at work, showing the liveliness of 

line, with repetitious contours outlining the woman’s body and her dress. 

 Next in the suite comes Woman at Her Toilette, Washing Herself (Femme qui se lave, La 

toilette) (Fig. 10). This is arguably the most erotic of the lithographs strictly in that it is the only 

work where Lautrec treats his viewers to any nudity in the form of naked breasts seen from the 

side of the woman’s body and reflected directly in the mirror above her washbasin. That said her 

nudity is frank and not sexualized. One can appreciate that she is captured in a private moment 

and that her bareness is not (intentionally) put on display for the pleasure of the male gaze. 

Above the mirror, much like in Woman at the Tub, hangs another erotically charged work of art 

which scholars Birgitte Anderberg and Vibeke Vibolt Knudsen believe “reveals the contours of 
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an Oriental harem scene.”44 The woman gazes downwards, her hair pinned atop her head as she 

scrubs the back of her neck with a cloth. Lautrec has paid attention to the lines of her body, 

indicating the curve of her spine, the natural cinching of her waist and small rolls down the left 

side of her torso. She is naturalistic and there is a credible allure in her imperfections. As her 

right arm flexes upwards to wash her neck, we see lines representing the bend at her elbow and 

the musculature of her upper arm. 

 

Figure 10: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman at Her Toilette, Washing Herself (Femme qui se lave, La toilette) 
from Elles, 1896. 
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Although fashioned in a delicate manner, the right arm is awkwardly foreshortened. It is difficult 

to differentiate where her hand and forearm end and the washcloth begins. The muscles in her 

left arm are taut as she grips the sink and leans her weight into the left side of her body. Linen 

wrapped around her waist obscures the rest of her form from view and there is hardly any sense 

of the shape of her lower half beneath its folds. Around the washbasin are various toiletries, 

likely soaps and perfumes, housed in delicate bottles. The only colour present in the scene is the 

same shade of blue that Lautrec utilized in the frontispiece. Here it is used to form the 

background in the mirror—a visual tool to sharply contrast her pale breasts—and it also 

comprises what could be clothing or bed linens in the background to the right. The background is 

hazily rendered, outlining what appears to be a four-poster bed or a wardrobe. Lautrec reserves 

his most prominent line work for the outline of the woman’s figure and the washbasin upon 

which she leans. This is, thus far, the most sensual scene in Elles. Illustrations of sensory 

elements in the form of women bathing, playing with their hair and covering their nude forms 

contributes to an overall sense of “of tactility, of touch… Within the realm of fetishism, a 

number of things are of special fetishistic attraction to men—such as hair, hands and feet, the 

expression in the subject’s eyes, and the body’s exhalations.”45 Lautrec plays with the idea of 

sensuality as a subtle indulgence rather than an overtly sexual display. The quiet suggestiveness 

of the images and the implied tactility is echoed in the media of the portfolio itself: a print 

portfolio is an intimate mode of art. It is tangible and meant to be held and leafed through. It 

could even be erotically charged in that one could caress it and run hands along the images in a 

moment of privacy not necessarily available when interacting with other artistic media, echoing 

the fetishistic pleasure of touch.  
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 Woman with Hand Mirror (Femme à glace, la glace à main) (Fig. 11) is another 

composition that utilizes few colours but intense detail. The woman is certainly the focal point of 

the print and she stands in an extravagantly ornamented interior. Behind her, to her right, is a 

curtained, four-poster bed cocooned with soft pillows and bedding, a carved wooden headboard 

just evident beneath the shadowed canopy. The bed is made, folded back and inviting. Just in 

front of her are an unlit fireplace and a clock showing it is just past 11, suggesting that the 

woman has just risen from bed. The late morning times illustrated here and in Woman at the Tub 

indicates the lax schedule of the brothel prostitute. Jill Harsin, a historian of nineteenth-century 

prostitution, notes that the languorous daily routine of brothel inhabitants was dictated by their 

late working hours. 

 

Figure 11: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman with Hand Mirror (Femme à glace, la glace à main) from Elles, 
1896. 
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Women often lounged in bed until late morning or early afternoon and their days were filled with 

“a variety of light activities of their own choosing—talking, singing, playing the piano and 

reading,” before they readied themselves for another evening of work.46 Seemingly confirming 

Lautrec’s figure is newly raised from bed, her hair stands on end as if she fell asleep in what was 

once a tidy chignon. Atop the mantel’s clock sits a nude, reclined sculpture of a female form, a 

golden chalice beside it—curiously the only item upon the mantel given any colour. Above the 

mantel hangs a mirror, reflecting scant details of the rest of the interior that would fall behind the 

viewer—crown moulding along the ceiling and what appears to be an intricate frame or 

wardrobe—to manipulate our sense of perspective. An ornate yellow-hued chair sits to the left in 

the background, just in front of a fireplace, a white dressing robe haphazardly strewn across it. It 

would seem that the woman is about to untangle her hair as she grasps a comb gently in her left 

hand and raises a small mirror to her face with her right, a marginal view of the top of her face 

and hair present in its reflection. At the edge of her bed rests a diminutive pair of slippers in a 

gold gingham pattern with golden soles, appearing to have been kicked off or placed so they are 

ready to slip into. She is certainly not idealized. She wears plain white linen that is largely 

shapeless. Subtle curves designate breasts and a slightly protruding stomach. A hazy shadow of 

line delineates her bare shoulder blades and acts as a contour to her otherwise yellow pallor. We 

see very little of her face as she stands in obscured profile, but her angular nose and jutting chin 

appear harsh and somewhat masculine.  

 Woman Combing Her Hair (Femme qui se peigne, La coiffure) (Fig. 12) is a colourless 

lithograph executed in deep shades of umber. Lautrec presents a corseted woman seated before 

her toilette, her skirts flowing about her and her face obscured as she attempts to tame unruly 
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locks of brunette hair. We can suppose by her corset that she is getting ready for her evening’s 

work; otherwise there would be no reason to don the constricting bodice, which dramatically 

cinches her waist and accentuates her generous bosom. As in previous lithographs in the series, 

Lautrec has again employed the white of the paper, which here serves to further emphasize her 

shapely figure. Richard Thomson notes that “the absence and presence of drawing inevitably and 

appropriately lures the eye to the bulging breasts.”47 This particular sheet seems to be an exercise 

in chiaroscuro. Abrupt contrasts between light and dark draw the eye to her milky skin, her 

curvaceous décolletage, her bare arms as she works to run a comb through her hair, the arc of her 

back before it disappears beneath the lace of her chemise. 

 

Figure 12: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman Combing Her Hair (Femme qui se peigne, La coiffure) from Elles, 
1896. 
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Before her sits a washbasin with a mirror hanging above it, although the background has been 

executed in such preliminary fashion that there is no reflection to be seen. The cabinet upon 

which the sink rests holds a shelf full of small-heeled shoes.  

 The next lithograph in Elles again presents a scene of Madame Baron and Pauline,48 this 

time in brilliant colour. Woman in Bed, Profile, Awakening (Femme au lit, profil, Au petit lever) 

(Fig. 13), like Woman at the Tub, is an exercise in pattern and texture and reveals “Lautrec at his 

closest to his Nabi contemporaries.”49 

 

Figure 13: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman in Bed, Profile, Awakening (Femme au lit, profil, Au petit lever) 
from Elles, 1896. 
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Much like the previous impressions in Elles with lively colour, Lautrec again applies a limited 

palette of yellow, red and brown with varying intensity. The golden wallpaper with a sinuous 

design of flaxen arcs both contrasts and complements the rose-hued comforter, the patterning of 

which echoes that of the wallpaper. The headboard is coloured in a soft shade of brown with 

simple line details to indicate woodgrain. Lautrec favours the page as a stand-in for white 

pigment here more so than any other print. Popo, Madame Baron, the bed sheets and mattress 

appear white, with only thin lines differentiating body from cloth from bed linens. Their 

unadorned pallor expertly highlights them and causes them to jut out from the exuberantly 

patterned wallpaper and quilt. Their only colouring comes in the form of their hair: Popo with 

the same dark, straw-textured strands as seen in Woman with Tray, Breakfast, and Madame 

Baron’s coiffure executed in a vibrant shade of persimmon orange. Lautrec has emphasized her 

curls not only with the inclusion of occasional curves of dark ink, but also in the way he pressed 

his brush to the stone. We can clearly see about her face where his brush had little pigment left 

on it. Pauline wears a thin red smile while her mother’s pout sports crimson lipstick. Lautrec 

again depicts their difference in age. Mademoiselle Popo’s complexion is smooth and her body 

lithe, while Madame Baron has lines to indicate bags beneath her eyes. Her nose is much more 

prominent and her form more shapely under her dress than that of her daughter. Although they 

are shown in the same dress and bedroom environment, this is clearly a different room than the 

one in which they were previously placed. Here the headboard of the bed is a heavy, intricately 

carved wood slab whereas in Woman with Tray, Breakfast the headboard was caged metal and 

the bedspread was free of any decorative design. We are again faced with a disorienting sense of 

perspective. The bed appears directly in front of the spectator while the headboard it tilted at a 
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precarious angle, suggesting depth even though Lautrec has compressed the image with his use 

of colour and decorative motifs.  

 Woman in Corset (Femme en corset) (Fig. 14) is the only image in the Elles suite to 

portray a male figure, seated to the right of the central female figure, dressed in the fine garments 

of a dandy gentleman. 

 

Figure 14: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Woman in Corset (Femme en corset) from Elles, 1896. 

 
He appears to patiently wait for his hired paramour to disrobe. Viewed from behind, the woman 

stands in a state of undress, unfastening the back of her navy corset and revealing the white of 

her lacy chemise which is further exposed in the rear beneath a tan petticoat or a pair of 

pantalets. The hint of a black stocking is just visible on her right leg. The white skirts of her 

dress—already unlaced—lay upon the floor behind her, only partially clinging to her as she 
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props her left leg upon a blue, arabesque-patterned divan. She does not make eye contact with 

her male suitor, who watches her intently, but rather looks towards the ground, clearly focused 

on a task she has performed presumably many times before. Much like Woman at the Tub and 

Woman at Her Toilette, Lautrec has included an erotic work of art hanging in front of the woman 

to allude to the sexual energy of the room. Within the ornate frame is a mythological scene 

wherein a satyr—identifiable by his hybrid human-goat form—approaches a reclining, nude 

woman, likely a nymph with whom they were known to fraternize. In Greek mythology, satyrs 

were lustful creatures associated with the god Dionysus who partook in all manner of sensual 

pleasure. The image of the satyr as it hovers over its intended mirrors that of the male client 

awaiting his sexual transaction with the sex worker. In front of the woman is a toilette adorned 

with perfume bottles and a mirror resting upon a mantel, an oriental fan, much like the one seen 

in Woman at the Tub, tucked above it. The minimalistic form of a nude, headless female bust can 

just be discerned upon the mantelpiece, appearing to jut out from the woman’s left shoulder, 

another signifier that attests to the erotic nature of the room. 

In creating Woman in Corset, Lautrec worked from an oil painting he completed earlier 

that same year, Passing Conquest (Conquête de passage) (Fig. 15). Often “when Lautrec 

received a commission for a colour lithograph, he preferred to use an image he had already 

explored in painting.”50 In Passing Conquest, Lautrec includes some of the same decorative 

elements but constructs them in a different manner and orients the space in an alternate interior. 

He focuses more detail on the figures, specifically the bourgeois gentleman. In the Elles print, 

the man’s face appears generic, reduced to sparse lines to pinpoint eyes, nose and mouth. 
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Figure 15: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Passing Conquest (Conquête de passage), oil on paper, preparatory study for 
Elles, 1896. 

 
Though his eyes are not detailed, it is evident that he watches his female companion and yet his 

cartoonish features give him an air of affability. Lautrec’s oil painting, however, shows a much 

more realistic individual. Thanks to rapid brushwork, his features are blurry but there is 

considerate shading and detail, carving out a pensive stare. This man appears more impatient in 

waiting for the woman to undress and he is altogether unaware of the viewer’s gaze. The woman 

is shown in near-identical fashion to her lithographic counterpart. However, in the painting it 

remains unclear if she is standing or seated at a toilette. The mantel does not exist in the 

preparatory sketch and the mirror has been reduced to a small vanity. In the background, Lautrec 

has inserted a green privacy screen and plays with architectural details in the top right corner. 
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Here there is no hint of erotic artwork or decorative fans. Instead, attention is focused on the 

male gaze. The woman is still the central feature of the painting and yet the viewer’s eye is 

immediately and constantly drawn back to the male client. In contrast, in Woman in Corset, the 

gentleman is easily missed, further emphasizing that Elles is very much about the women, or at 

least the women depicted for a male gaze. The fanciful dress of the male client in both works 

serves as another signifier that this is an upscale establishment. The top hat—that recurring 

masculine motif—gives away that this is a high-class brothel and the gentleman represents the 

type of clientele able to afford these particular women.  

 Reclining Woman, Lassitude (Femme sur le dos, Lassitude) (Fig. 16) serves as an 

appropriate conclusion to the album, indicating the end of a long evening of work. The woman 

seems to have just fallen back onto her bed. 

 

Figure 16: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Reclining Woman, Lassitude (Femme sur le dos, Lassitude) from Elles, 1896. 
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Exhausted, she tucks her hands behind her head, her hair tousled in a halo about her face and her 

eyes cast towards the ceiling. A shoe dangles from her right foot and we see the hint of a black 

stocking on her left leg. It is difficult to differentiate between her garments and the sheets of her 

bed, perhaps signalling that in her profession she is very much tied to her bed. This likely 

represents the first moment alone after a night spent servicing clients. Although this is a different 

woman from the previous print it is fitting that Reclining Woman shows an exhausted solitary 

figure following a scene that indicates sexual transaction. Beyond the bed in the background, her 

recently discarded outfit is easily spotted: draped dresses and the details of a fine hat with ribbon 

and plumage, a hat that seems to resemble the one hazily sketched in the background of the 

frontispiece. In one of his essays on Lautrec’s brothel prostitutes, Richard Thomson argues that 

the inclusion of the cast aside hat and clothing “are significant for they are not the trappings of 

the fille de maison, substantially confined to the brothel, but of the kept woman or free-ranging 

insoumise.”51 This is a large assumption to make and I do not find the argument of the kept 

woman convincing. Firstly, this statement would seem to imply that Lautrec had experience with 

kept women, when in fact it has been well-documented that he spent periods of time living 

amongst and befriending brothel inhabitants. Since these women were on a higher tier of the 

prostitutional hierarchy, it is not unreasonable that they would have finer clothes than others. 

Furthermore, Thomson’s statement implies that these women were never permitted to leave the 

confines of the brothel, which is simply untrue. Days off varied from place to place, with some 

girls allowed out “once every two weeks.”52 Other madams permitted their employees leave once 

per week or more in exchange for a fee of “five francs in some houses and ten francs in others,” 
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granting the women to leave in the evening and return “by noon on the following day at latest.”53 

Instead, I argue that the repeated inclusion of a woman’s hat and female undergarments 

throughout Elles are further visual hints to imply that these women were in fact sex workers. 

During the nineteenth century, fashion tastes and trends were interpreted as markers of female 

sexuality and potential promiscuity. Even items as seemingly innocuous as a hat were telling 

signs of sexual habits. Walter Benjamin states that “the bonnet, which is contemporaneous with 

the crinoline, actually provides men with the directions for managing the latter. The wide brim of 

the bonnet is turned up—thereby demonstrating how the crinoline must be turned up in order to 

make sexual access to the woman easier for the man.”54 Men’s clothing, on the other hand, was 

meant only to “differentiate him from women, not from other men,”55 suggesting why the only 

inclusion of a man in Elles is that of a generic bourgeois type. Although certain cloth used for 

male garments might indicate class, nothing about the male wardrobe provided passers-by with 

any notion of the wearer as an erotic person. It was the fashionable Parisian woman who was 

reduced to a fetishized object meant primarily as a means of sexual pleasure for men.  

The preparatory sketch for Reclining Woman, Lassitude, entitled Alone (Seule), (Fig. 17) 

is much more hedonic. Thomson posits that the lithograph seems “more suggestive of sensual 

reverie than the sheer fatigue apparent in the oil sketch;”56 however, I argue that the opposite is 

true. In the oil sketch, a red-haired woman is similarly collapsed on a bed, the white of her dress 

again melding with the white of the bed sheets, but she is posed in a more erotic manner. Her 

splayed legs still wear the black tights of the prostitute and her right hand suggestively caresses 
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her inner thigh while her left clutches the sheets. The way in which her head is thrown back—

accentuated by a quick stroke of white to carve out an angular jawline—suggests ecstasy rather 

than weariness.  

 

Figure 17: Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Alone (Seule), oil on cardboard, preparatory study for Elles, 1896. 

  
The women of Elles are neither obscene caricatures nor objectified degenerates reduced 

to fleshy personifications of passion. Instead, Lautrec treats his subjects with a naturalistic hand, 

exhibiting each woman as a grounded human being whose life is not defined by her profession. 

The images are certainly pedestrian, showing everyday activities and confirming that “life within 

the bordello was almost universally acknowledged to be tedious,”57 but in dedicating a portfolio 

to private moments of women abhorred by society, Lautrec elevates and normalizes these women 

as subjects worthy of compassion. Elles is certainly not a pornographic, or even overtly erotic, 
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portfolio of images, but there is a certain sensuality captured within its pages thanks to the motifs 

Lautrec carefully places within each interior: 

The subtle finesses of the narrative emerge out of the rudimentary, yet very 
accurately drawn interiors. These are mostly very modestly equipped—often 
reduced to essential objects such as the washbasin and bed, the most frequently 
recurring props that accentuate the staging of the body. But there are also 
tantalizing details such as a bottle of perfume, or a shelf of shoes, and mirrors, 
whose subtle reflections suddenly reveal glimpses of a shoulder, a bosom, or an 
unmade bed.58 
 

There is intimacy in each scene, not in relation to sexuality, but in the artist’s endeavour to show 

the normalcy and daily habits of women often diminished as animalistic and deviant. Through 

the portrayal of personal routine in what are essentially domestic interiors, Lautrec places the 

viewer in a unique position of privilege, allowing an intimate view of moments of privacy. 

Seeing these women through Lautrec’s eyes, they are no different than other women. It is only 

by the inclusion of subtle innuendo that their identity is revealed.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Private Practice: Fin-de-Siècle Prostitution, Interiors and the Pursuit of Intimacy 

 
The private individual, who in the office has to deal with realities, needs the 
domestic interior to sustain him in his illusions… In the interior, he brings 
together remote locales and memories of the past. His living room is a box in the 
theatre of the world. The interior is the asylum where art takes refuge. The 
collector proves to be the true resident of the interior. He makes his concern the 
idealization of objects. To him falls the Sisyphean task of divesting things of their 
commodity character by taking possession of them.1 

 
Walter Benjamin  

 
The concept of intimacy is thought to be a “nineteenth-century invention,” one 

intrinsically tied to interiority.2 According to Walter Benjamin, to exist within the nineteenth-

century interior “was to have woven a dense fabric about oneself, to have secluded oneself 

within a spider’s web, in whose toils world events hang loosely suspended like so many insect 

bodies sucked dry. From this cavern, one does not like to stir.”3 While the outside world 

surrendered to rapid modernization, the interior provided a private domicile to satisfy the 

individual’s increasing desire for solitude. By retreating further within this private microcosm, 

“the bourgeois class, specifically, put increasing stock into things of their domestic interior as 

substitutes for the self.”4 Household ornamentation was constantly modified as interior décor 

was understood as a “quest for self-transformation.”5 The domestic sphere was thought to be a 

direct reflection of the person who inhabited the space, a conviction that gave way to the mania 

for collecting that typified fin-de-siècle Paris. Collecting was not a casual hobby but a physical 
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manifestation of neurosis and a relentless pursuit of perfection. Collections consisted of 

furniture, textiles, knickknacks and, of course, art. The most appropriate art form for the private 

interior was undoubtedly the print, a medium often hidden from view rather than displayed 

openly. Paintings were hung in public areas of the home, making them impossible to ignore and 

easily observable conversation pieces for all who encountered them. Prints, on the other hand, 

provided a private visual treat for the consumer. One would not usually confront the print in the 

same way they would a painting. While some prints were framed and hung on walls, usually the 

viewing experience was altogether more personal, requiring the connoisseur to remove the work 

from its portfolio or drawer and carefully cradle it in the hands to examine its subtleties at close 

proximity.6 Prints with quotidian subject matter could of course be presented for guests, but 

many impressions were shielded from view because their subject matter would expose the 

collector’s innermost ideologies or desires. Erotic collections, especially, were saved for the 

most private moments of solitude.7 For the collector of erotica who also happened to participate 

in the sexual economy, the brothel provided another sort of interior to explore private desires. 

The brothel was a multifaceted environment that disturbed social understanding of what it meant 

for a space to be public or private as well as the ways in which men and women were expected to 

behave and interact in these public and private spaces. In this chapter, I argue that Elles’s dual 

theme of intimacy and interiority makes it a profoundly modern body of work. Women are 

detailed in private moments of seclusion, largely unaware of the viewer’s gaze. Interiority is 

explored through the perverted domesticity of the brothel interior and the way in which the print 

portfolio, as an artistic medium, must be penetrated by the viewer in order to be consumed. I will 
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examine the concept of intimacy by exploring fin-de-siècle attitudes towards prostitution as well 

as the privacy of interior spaces, personal collections and prints in contrast with the brothel 

environment as both a public and private space so as to study the overarching theme of intimacy 

present in Elles. 

The history of prostitution in France is complex and grounded in anxiety regarding 

sexuality in general and female sexuality in particular. The prostitute did not conform to moral 

norms regarding the ideally chaste female body and she epitomized the unsettling reality that a 

private act—sex—existed in the public realm. In essence, sexual commerce was a phenomenon 

that was paradoxical for in it existed “an intense struggle between the private and public spheres, 

between the individual and the polity, because while illicit sexuality was generally assumed to be 

a private matter, prostitutional sexuality was understood to be the property of the state.”8 

Throughout the century, the number of sex workers in the French capital surged thanks to 

urbanization and the consequent growing population. In 1850, Paris had a population of one 

million, which nearly doubled only two decades later.9 A new working class inundated the city, 

shifting public standards and providing the ideal environment in which prostitution could 

flourish. According to Richard Thomson, the fluctuating demographic of Paris brought about 

social anxiety. Greater numbers of proletariat men meant a large segment of the population had 

no “domestic ties,” and, perhaps more importantly in the eyes of the bourgeoisie, no “time-

honoured social codes.”10 Unease regarding commercial sexuality was certainly grounded in 

concerns about public health, but equally reflected societal discomfort with “inter-class 
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relations” and the public display of “human animality.”11 City officials were concerned about the 

implications of prostitution long before the effects of urbanization. The posthumous publication 

of Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet’s (1790-1836) tome De la prostitution dans la ville de Paris (On 

Prostitution in the City of Paris) in 1836 marked the first and most ambitious investigation into 

prostitution in the French metropolis. A respected physician, Parent-Duchâtelet was keenly 

interested in public hygiene. Beginning in 1827, he devoted himself to his research by visiting 

brothels, hospitals and prisons, interviewing sex workers, doctors and correctional officials, 

meeting with informants and carefully reviewing archival material from police and medical files, 

all to create statistical data on the women that made up the population of prostitutes in Paris. He 

was sure in his notes to emphasize that in all his field trips he was “accompanied by an 

inspector,”12 as if to imply neutrality and confirm he himself did not partake in any services the 

women he studied may have offered. Parent-Duchâtelet was thorough in his research and had 

hoped to discover a consistent physiognomy that would provide concrete, bodily evidence so that 

officials could easily distinguish prostitutes from ordinary women. Where Parent-Duchâtelet 

sought to find monsters he found only ordinary women who happened to be employed in a 

profession that proper society deemed revolting. This is not to say that Parent-Duchâtelet was 

sympathetic to these women for he treated and categorized them like specimens for a scientific 

project. It was a vocation of overindulgence, in his view: too much drink, too much laziness, too 

much loose sex. He saw them as little more than personified waste receptacles to be used by 

men; they served a purpose but he believed that their presence in society should be camouflaged: 

Prostitutes are as inevitable in an agglomeration of men as sewers, cesspits and 
garbage dumps; civil authority should conduct itself in the same manner in regard 
to the one as to the other: its duty is to serve them, to attenuate by every possible 
means the detriments inherent to them, and for that purpose to hide them, to 
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relegate them to the most obscure corners, in a word to render their presence as 
inconspicuous as possible.13 

 
Over the course of his study, Parent-Duchâtelet came to realize that the majority of women 

worked in the sexual industry out of necessity rather than desire. The doctor interviewed 5183 

women, of which 1441 suffered in abject poverty and 1255 experienced familial loss.14 Other 

women needed extra money to support their families, found themselves without husbands, 

relocated to the capital expecting to find a better life or were fired from other occupations they 

had held.15 Regardless, Parent-Duchâtelet campaigned for regulation, for although he recognized 

that abolishing prostitution was impossible he felt strongly that city officials should endeavour to 

control it in the interest of public health and safety. 

Prostitution in France existed in a legal limbo. Throughout the nineteenth century not one 

law was passed designating the activity as illegal but despite this, the women involved were 

“treated as outcasts unworthy of the protection of the law” and the sexual economy was 

understood, in the words of Anthea Callen, as an “‘administrative’ problem.”16 Brothels had long 

before existed in France, but the nineteenth-century system of regulation introduced the maison 

close or maison de tolérance in Paris, brothels that fell under control of the state. The regulatory 

system of toleration existed from 1800 to 194617 and saw the creation of a special police branch 

known as the police des moeurs, a body that monitored and had unlimited access to these 

establishments. All women involved in the sexual economy were required to register as 
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prostitutes and “no other working-class profession was so well documented.”18 Given the fact 

that prostitution technically existed outside the legal system, the act of registration only served to 

criminalize female sex workers, for in documenting that they were active members of the sexual 

economy, they were effectively branded as guilty. Arrest was synonymous with a guilty verdict 

and immediately led to conviction. Furthermore, incarceration for prostitution, however 

arbitrary, “extended to any crimes to which the prostitute was accused.”19 Réglementation 

operated under the guise of promoting a safe and healthy city but in practice the system served as 

a means of demonizing the non-monogamous, sexualized female body: 

As a system of thought and action, réglementation did not distinguish between 
full- and part-time prostitutes. Because the apparatus sought to convert every 
insoumise (a prostitute outside police control) into a soumise (a prostitute under 
police control), regulationist ideology conflated the two categories. Regulationists 
recognized that within the registered population, women switched back and forth 
between the categories of fille de maison (resident of a brothel) and fille en carte 
(independent, police-controlled prostitute). But in their eyes, once an unregistered 
woman was apprehended, for an act of prostitution, she was converted into a 
permanent soumise.20 

 
By the nineteenth century, venereal disease had become widespread in Europe causing public 

concern and in turn prompting the morals police to establish a medical branch responsible for 

conducting weekly medical examinations for syphilis and gonorrhea on the women of the 

maisons closes. These mandatory screenings were “organized by the madam of the house, but 

funded by the prostitutes themselves”21 and madams and staff who failed to comply were subject 

to prosecution and their brothel licences rescinded.22 Concern for protection applied only to the 

bourgeois public and not to sex workers, who were understood as harbingers of disease. Male 
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clients were never subjected to the same scrutiny or medical examinations endured by registered 

women. The regulationist system existed to control the women who, in shunning the expected 

domestic role of woman as wife and mother, exercised a degree of control over their own bodies. 

Women were placed on a virgin/whore spectrum and female sex workers were understood as 

deviant for they partook in repeated sexual liaisons with multiple partners.23 Male clients who 

enjoyed frequent sexual engagements with numerous prostitutes were excluded from this 

degenerate narrative. According to Alain Corbin, the regulation system was favoured for three 

main reasons: First, prostitution was a threat to public decency. The spectacle of sex workers on 

the streets of Paris was thought to ensnare young girls into its sordid lifestyle and tempt young 

boys to partake in carnal activity. Regulation was believed to save the family from witnessing 

suggestive scenes on public outings. Secondly, prostitution was a threat to “male prosperity” and 

was understood to “devastate patrimonies” and “pervert the accepted stage of social mobility.” 

Finally, as the prostitute’s body was defined as used and diseased, it must therefore be controlled 

so as to protect the health and wellbeing of the greater public.24 As a vessel of contamination, the 

sex worker “threatens the genetic patrimony of the dominant classes.”25 The infected bourgeois 

male not only risked spoiling his innocent wife, but, more importantly in the eyes of nineteenth-

century thinkers, made himself susceptible to the dire symptoms of syphilis, effectively 

extinguishing his future progeny. As such, “the virus incubated by prostitutes sets in motion a 

process of degeneration that threatens to annihilate the bourgeoisie.”26 
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The prostitute’s relationship to society was complicated, for she was positioned as a 

necessary evil, but an evil nonetheless. The brothel provided a libidinous spa wherein the 

bourgeois male could cleanse himself of excess bestial energy that would otherwise taint his 

character. It was in the arms of a fallen woman where he could satiate desire and fulfill sexual 

needs that his demure wife would not perform (or that he was too ashamed to ask for). Generally 

speaking, marital sex was understood not as an act of pleasure but as a compulsory process to 

further familial lines. As such, the relationship between prostitute and bourgeois john was built 

upon a cycle of shame: the patron, needing to fulfill an uncontrollable physiological urge, 

“depends upon the prostitute for the satisfaction of his libidinal pleasures “ and “must secure her 

availability, while controlling and sanitizing her at the same time.”27 In doing so, the sex worker 

became a “constant token of the male’s political and social power, but also of his sexual 

neediness and vulnerability—a perpetual reminder that he could become the prisoner of his own 

sexuality,”28 spurring a special hatred of these women of ill repute. Despite societal belief that 

male prosperity depended upon the existence of prostitution, the onus of deviance fell upon the 

used female body rather than the male user. In effect, it was a system in which women were 

disparaged and men were victimized. If the housewife could please her husband, he would not 

require the prostitute; consequently, as he did need to partake in the services of the flesh market, 

the prostitute became a scapegoat.  

Women who were suspected of solicitation outside the maisons de tolérance were subject 

to arrest by the morals police. Complicating this matter was the fact that prostitution also existed 

as a class issue. Unregistered sex workers were known as clandestine prostitutes, women who 

operated outside the realm of the state-controlled brothel and instead turned their trade in public 
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settings. Even those who held legitimate working-class occupations but needed to supplement 

their earnings by occasionally selling sex were considered clandestine prostitutes. In the eyes of 

the morals police, the clandestine prostitute could be easily identified in that she kept company 

with multiple men and had intimate relations with more than one partner. As such, “any 

working-class woman who did not conform to the middle-class norm of monogamy was liable to 

be stigmatized—and registered—as a prostitute.”29 With an increased working-class population 

in Paris, public anxiety was not limited to the sexual woman but also extended to the non-

bourgeois woman, for both were responsible for conceived societal ills in the eyes of the elite. 

The bourgeois public “saw all working women as whores or potential whores”30 and “the female 

underclass and the sexually deviant were thought (and hoped) to be the same.”31 Further 

problematizing this situation was the ease with which any woman could be arrested for 

prostitution; all that the police des moeurs required to investigate and arrest was “a single 

anonymous denunciation.”32 

 Prostitution is described by contemporaries as a plague that beset the French metropolis 

when in reality it was likely “no more developed in Paris than it was in other cities of Europe.”33 

Though sources vary in their accounts as to the precise number,34 it is clear that as the century 

progressed, the number of controlled establishments dedicated to selling sex steadily declined. 
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This is not to say that prostitution in and of itself declined, for numbers only reflect those 

institutions which operated within state control. However, lowered numbers can be attributed to 

the sexual economy evolving to exist and thrive outside the parameters of the controlling 

regulation system as well as the impact of industrialization on female livelihood at the turn-of the 

century. With industrialization came “an increased demand for female labour, a general lowering 

of the age of marriage (there were more marriages and fewer consensual unions), a rise in the 

standards of living and changing family strategies (improved contraception helped limit the 

number of children).”35 The proliferation of prostitution itself gave way to a proliferation of 

imagery devoted to the subject of prostitution. And yet, visual art devoted to the brothel worker 

was rare, with Hollis Clayson citing the maison close as “a minority interest among visual 

artists.”36 

To view Elles is a doubly sensory experience: the owner of the portfolio must physically 

open it to peer inside and within its pages exist sensual images of women who comb their hair, 

wash themselves, lounge in plush beds and gaze into mirrors. It is unclear if Lautrec worked with 

a specific art patron in mind and it seems more likely that he illustrated scenes as he saw them 

while living amongst these women. The brothel provided for Lautrec a sort of safe haven from 

the rejection of women he met through family and friends. Within the walls of the maison close, 

he was apparently not sneered at for his disabilities or appearance and “the dissolute nature of 

these haunts appealed, as did the prosaic manner of the transactions and the lack of self-

consciousness of the women. He was to find himself an accepted observer of the life of women 
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in the houses of tolerance.”37 We see in Elles a reflection of Lautrec’s fondness for these women, 

for in its pages he favours female autonomy over male control. 

The domestic interior of nineteenth-century Paris was simultaneously understood as “a 

sanctuary from which the world could be safely observed” and “a stage for the acting out of 

one’s intimate feelings with great authenticity.”38 It was also considered “an overwhelmingly 

feminine space, one conventionally opposed to the masculine, public realm.”39 The seclusion of 

the private domain provided for the bourgeoisie a shield from the overwhelming cacophony of 

modern life. Indeed, the nineteenth-century was an era of tremendous innovation and adjustment. 

The culture of Paris was in a near constant state of change thanks to shifting political ideologies, 

social movements, urban development and industrialization. Retreating into private life allowed 

the individual to focus on the self rather than society as a whole. Susan Sidlauskas states that the 

Parisian bourgeoisie understood interiority as both physical (the domestic realm) and 

psychological (the inner self), bringing about the idea of “private identity” as “a new notion of 

culture.”40 In contrast with the open boulevards of post-Haussmann Paris that invited flâneurism, 

the fin-de-siècle interior became “increasingly closed and isolated from neighbours and the 

street” and, arguably, fellow inhabitants, as “the inside spaces were segmented and… the rooms 

more private.”41 The compartmentalization of rooms not only served the physical purpose of 

creating privacy, but also built symbolic walls to separate gender. The bourgeois domestic 

interior was a sum of its diametrically opposed parts, which is to say that each room was 

designated as a masculine or feminine space based upon appropriate activities and décor:  
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 … key rooms tended to be further grouped to either side of a male-female divide, 
the most explicit contrast being between the “masculine” dining room and 
“feminine” drawing room. The male domain grew to encompass the hall, library, 
business, billiard and smoking rooms, whereas the boudoir, music room, morning 
room and bedroom were perceived as coming under the feminine sphere of 
influence. Each room-type was minutely codified in terms of its function, contents 
and décor. Within these formulae some variety was allowed but the keynote of the 
masculine rooms was serious, substantial, dignified (but not ostentatious) and 
dark-toned. By contrast, the more feminine spaces were characterized as lighter or 
colourful, delicate and decorative.42 
 

This gendered concept of interiority simultaneously reflects the ideal Parisian home and the ideal 

personalities of men and women. In the dictated function of each room, one can see that the 

“male” rooms were destined for serious pursuits and virile pastimes while “female” rooms were 

well-suited to ladylike recreation. These spaces encouraged solitude and provided a retreat from 

the outside world but also from other members of the home if so desired. The most private 

spaces of the home, such as dressing rooms and bedrooms, “were the most likely to be adorned 

like a woman. Bedrooms were particularly feminized by the addition of ruffles and flounces. 

Most specifically, this treatment might be centred on the dressing or toilet table… These tables 

were often heavily draped with fabric, usually of a light weight and colour akin to the materials 

found in women’s undergarments.”43 Similar to the bourgeois domestic interior, Lautrec has 

modelled each interior space in Elles so that it embodies a sense of solitude. Further to this, we 

certainly see a feminine dressing of each space, as Lautrec illustrates sumptuous linens, sinuous 

curves and feminine accessories such as fine hats, delicate shoes and perfume bottles. In the 

series’ frontispiece, Woman with Tray, Breakfast and Woman with Hand Mirror, lacy female 

underclothes are shown draped over furniture, marking the territory as feminine. Both Woman at 
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Her Toilette, Washing Herself and Woman Combing Her Hair portray female subjects situated at 

toilettes adorned with feminine touches and line work that indicate the presence of billowy 

fabric. Each brothel interior in Elles is airy and delicate—even in the more ornamental and 

vibrant plates—rather than dour and imposing. I believe that Lautrec takes care to show these 

womanly subtleties to emphasize that these interiors belong to women. Even in Woman Wearing 

a Corset, which portrays a fully-rendered male client whose apparel exemplifies the epitome of 

dandy masculine style, focus is placed upon the woman and the room’s effeminate atmosphere, 

dismissing the periphery male figure as an extraneous accessory. The man and, subsequently, 

masculinity thus appear at odds in an otherwise female-centric domain.  

Domestic and public spaces existed in opposition to one another. Bourgeois ideals 

emphasized that men inhabited the external, working world, while women were destined to lives 

as indoor creatures. According to Beverly Gordon, during the industrial period, the female body 

and the domestic interior were synonymous on an emblematic level: “Body and interior were 

often seen and treated as if they were the same thing, so much so that they became almost 

interchangeable; symbolically, one could stand for the other.”44 In much the same way that the 

interior realm provided a means of hiding from the exterior world, the female body was to be 

concealed and withdrawn. The proper woman exemplified the same qualities as her well-run 

household: she was tidy, hospitable and existed to serve familial needs. She “was seen as the 

embodiment of the home, and in turn the home was seen as an extension of her—an extension of 

both her corporeal and spiritual self.”45 The sex worker and the brothel therefore embodied a 

perverted sense of domesticity. Female sex workers spent most of their lives indoors catering to 

men, providing for these men what they could not ask of their wives. Bordellos played home not 
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to genteel ladies who carefully hid their sexuality in the same way that draped curtains 

sequestered homes from wandering eyes, but women whose bodies were made accessible, 

women who, in performing the most private acts for multiple partners, made their bodies public. 

For women employed in the sexual economy, their bodies were their livelihood. They, like men, 

occupied public spaces but served private desires. The brothel interior was a complex space that 

served as both private domicile and workplace, falling in contrast to “the bourgeois ideal of 

home as antithesis of workplace.”46 Unlike the conventional nineteenth-century home, the 

brothel at once unites the realms of masculinity and femininity, existing as a space that is 

fundamentally public and private. Elles illustrates a unique combination of female domesticity 

and typically-masculine perceptions of sexuality and independence. The nineteenth-century 

interior was meant to reflect gender identity and ideology. As such, spaces designated for women 

were to feature “tasteful decoration” that “specifically mirrored tamed bodies.”47 In the Elles 

suite, Lautrec has created tastefully decorated spaces—however, erotic motifs are peppered 

throughout—and yet the prostitute’s body was considered uncivilized and uncontrollable. The 

dainty, feminine interiors, with their lack of masculine elements, signal to the viewer that women 

control these interiors and similarly control their bodies. As a strictly female-dominated space in 

terms of its permanent inhabitants, it would seem that the brothel is opposed to the masculine, 

public realm. However, it is a space that is utilized by men. It becomes public in the way that 

men constantly come and go. There is an economy, a sexual marketplace, which operates inside 

that would not exist in any other domestic space. The brothel amalgamates the public and private 

as it embodies feminine characteristics while appealing to male desires. Lautrec’s portfolio 

illustrates this fusion through the inclusion of The Seated Clowness, a work seemingly at odds 
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within the series as it shows not a brothel interior but a public entertainment venue. By 

portraying Cha-U-Kao in a moment of quiet solitude, cordoned off from the lively and very 

public environment of the cabaret, Lautrec highlights the complexities of intimacy as an 

intellectual experience rather than a physical one. Although she is placed within the vivid 

environment of the concert hall, she is seated backstage in an intimate moment of seclusion. 

Lautrec deliberately elected not to portray her in the midst of her boisterous, public performance 

and includes this scene within a portfolio comprised of intimate moments of women with 

unconventional, and often scoffed upon, occupations. 

In nineteenth-century Paris, “all acts of consumption were also acts of production, but 

some kinds of consumption produced things defined as feminine and others produced things 

defined as masculine.”48 The home was woman’s natural habitat and as such her identity was 

inextricably linked to the interior. Yet modernization introduced new responsibilities for the 

domesticated woman. The domestic interior was one of the few territories in which women could 

exercise control and as such they were charged with the style and decoration of the home. When 

consumer culture took hold of Paris, women entered the public realm as new-age purchasers and 

were “among the regular visitors to art exhibitions and browsers in furniture stores, print shops 

and art galleries that cropped up to serve the passion for décor.”49 Of particular significance was 

the advent of the department store in Paris. No longer confined to running errands at small shops, 

consumers could now stroll down the corridors of les grands magasins as they would the 

boulevards of the capital, participating in the public realm as both flâneur and flâneuse. Critics of 

the department store believed that the rituals associated with shopping at small boutiques 
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“required civil behaviour” while “the lack of personal contact, structure and supervision in the 

department store… allowed for the possibility of feminine deviance.”50 The independent 

Parisienne, freely roaming the boulevards and department store, was understood to challenge 

male authority in both the public and private spheres.51 The department store was a 

transformative space wherein the Parisian housewife re-emerged as a member of both the private 

and public domains. This newfound independence was regarded with suspicion and the self-

governing woman was akin to the prostitute for both figures challenged societal norms in regards 

to gender expectations. In fact, women were warned to shop in groups less they be mistaken “for 

a loitering prostitute by a zealous store inspector.”52 Despite the progressive way in which 

commerce encouraged female autonomy, woman’s participation in the marketplace was widely 

regarded as directly proportional to her sexuality. With her supposed irrational and 

impressionable nature, the un-chaperoned woman was “susceptible to… psychic imbalance” as 

she was tempted by “stroking and fondling store merchandise, exhibiting a perversely erotic 

connection to the world of goods.”53 According to Mary Louise Roberts, “in the ‘specularized’ 

urban culture of arcades, boulevards and department stores, woman was inscribed as both 

consumer and commodity, purchaser and purchase, buyer and bought.”54 Furthering anxiety 

about women shopping along the boulevards was the frequency with which luxury brothels 

“increased, mostly in proximity to the newly prosperous grands boulevards, the commercial 

centre of Paris.”55  
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Reflecting the idea that “the interior concealed and belonged to the dreamy woman while 

the empowered man felt at home in the street,” there was a proliferation of art that “gave rise to 

many figurations of women alone indoors,” especially in prints.56  

By the late nineteenth century, the depiction of middle-class women in domestic 
spaces had, especially in Realist and Impressionist works, arrived to a narrow 
range of tropes. Whether shown indoors or out, she is seated or at rest, rarely 
engaged in any significant physical activity. What she does do is restricted also: 
pouring tea, reading a book, or sewing, she only engages in activities using small 
movement and implying comfort with these confining surroundings… these 
portrayals of women at rest, and at home, were also often painted by women, 
primarily for the good reason that these were also their spaces, to which they were 
allowed and in which they, as middle-class women themselves, felt comfortable… 
The male Impressionists, on the other hand, were more likely to paint women of 
the ‘spectacle society’ out of doors, in cafés and on the streets—all with carefully 
coded, occlusive or revealing dress or averting or confronting demeanor to signify 
the woman’s respective place in city society.57   

 
Elles resists the nineteenth-century construction of what it meant to show a woman within an 

interior setting. Lautrec turns the trope of “women at rest” on its head. His depiction of the 

women in Elles falls more in line with the conventions used by female artists of the time; he 

recognized that the interiors that he portrayed belonged to women and unlike other male artists 

(or indeed clients) he was afforded the opportunity to enter and live in these spaces with his 

subjects. These were spaces where both the women and Lautrec were comfortable. Throughout 

the portfolio, his subjects are not shown as sexual spectacles but in various stages of rest. 

However, their restful moments were very unlike those scenes of inactivity of bourgeois 

housewives portrayed within the comfort of their homes. On the surface, the women of Elles 

lounge in ways not dissimilar to the ways in which average women were shown in domestic 

scenes—reclining in bed, seated at a toilette—but it is the activity from which they seek solace 
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and prepare themselves for that makes these scenes different and more modern. The viewer of 

Elles knew the occupation of these filles. As sex workers their livelihood revolved around sexual 

activity but activity nonetheless. Even the depiction of Cha-U-Kao falls in line with this theme. 

Although she was not a prostitute, her line of work was similarly understood as inferior and 

unbecoming. By portraying subjects on the fringes of society in solitary moments of repose, 

Lautrec seems to satirize the trope of the solitary woman.  

Interior decorating and collecting were understood as two wholly different activities, the 

former belonging to women, the latter a pursuit for men: “Men were seen to collect objects, 

whereas… women surrounded themselves with them.”58 While women could certainly purchase 

objects for the home, it was generally believed that they did not have the acumen necessary to 

cultivate a thoughtful collection, seemingly indicating that there was a level of intelligence 

required in this pursuit that the supposedly weaker sex simply did not possess. Interior 

decoration was not an activity to further the self; these objects were merely “representative of the 

family, not the individual,” whereas collections were distinctive representations of self.59 As if to 

demean one of the few facets of female independence, goods purchased by women in department 

stores were not respected as unique finds but as objects that could exist in any number of 

households. The gulf between gender and interior pursuits seems to have been directly related to 

the gendered divide of rooms within the home. There was “a growing interest in the solitary 

pleasures of the study,” a den designated for men, along with developing understanding that “it 

was men who invented and defined the project of accumulation. Women were capable only of 
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trivial creations.”60 Collections were intensely personal and deliberately constructed according to 

the tastes and desires of the collector in question. In fin-de-siècle France, “the bourgeois interior 

became increasingly like a museum in which curios, antiques and personal memorabilia were 

lovingly displayed.”61 The privacy that interior spaces afforded provided the opportunity to 

indulge in the collection of objects that held personal significance. Collecting was not a mere 

hobby but a means of self-promotion and a vestige of social standing. Collections promoted “the 

fantasy of immortality,”62 for it would seem that many took on a life of their own. Objects within 

a collection were acquired with purpose, “they had to suit the collection, to fill some gap in the 

search for completeness and perfection.”63 

In much the same way that interiority was assumed to be both physical and mental, “the 

desire to collect revealed a hidden psychology with deep roots in private life… Pure possession 

without functional justification, collection satisfied the individual passion for private property. In 

some cases, however, it was also a passionate form of escape, a way of seeking refuge among 

objects that were nothing less than narcissistic equivalents of the self.”64 The interior in and of 

itself was an escape from the outside, modern world but collections provided a more advanced 

form of escape into one’s own self. The well-curated collection was a tangible representation of 

the epitome of solitude. Furniture, textiles, knickknacks and other such bibelots were 

accumulated in earnest, the culmination of which always amounted to “signs of class, easily read 

by those who lived with them and encountered them on a daily basis.”65 The curiosities that 
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garnished the fin-de-siècle interior were not haphazardly placed, but carefully “selected and 

arranged by their owners” so as not to “ruin” the space with improper organization or unpleasant 

objects.66 In regards to art, the general formula to follow for interior decorating was such that 

“paintings, if one could afford them, should be hung in social spaces. Watercolours were also 

suitable there and, in a pinch, prints, preferably landscapes and portraits.”67 Despite the fact that 

many collections incorporated a variety of art forms, it was generally understood that media 

should be displayed with like media: 

Overall the patterns are consistent: try to display each medium separately. See 
that the content reflects the character of the room and the activities going on in it. 
Works of art hung on a wall or placed on a table or a bookshelf should serve as 
background, not centrepieces. Although they might provide occasions for 
conversation, they should not make much noise on their own. Or, if arranged in an 
over-furnished period manner, they should make sufficient noise to drown one 
another out. Managing these negotiations successfully was what constituted good 
taste, and good taste was regularly being held up for judgement.68 

 
This, of course, only accounts for works of art, prints or otherwise, that portrayed appropriate 

subject matter. One would certainly not hang an erotic print, at least not within a space that 

guests would visit. Collections were only considered appropriate when they were “productive of 

self and of a durable legacy beyond the self.”69 The act of collecting, especially in regards to the 

acquisition of erotically-charged objects and art, was an intimate pastime and collectors could be 

incredibly secretive, maintaining clandestine accumulations. While “many collectors were 

extremely unwilling to show others their collections… they were often known about but secret, 

that is, never seen. It is possible, however, that their invisibility and their mystery increased their 

power, for unseen, the collection could be fantasized about and discussed; its potential was 
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boundless.”70 Peter Parshall’s statement that “the content [of displayed art] reflects the character 

of the room and the activities going on in it,” is important in understanding the objects that act as 

innuendo throughout Elles, objects that mark these interiors as belonging within a brothel and 

not an ordinary domestic space. Lautrec’s incorporation of subtly displayed works of art with 

sensual subject matter is meant to reflect the erotic nature of the rooms in which they are hung. 

Although not explicitly sexual in their portrayal, a learned viewer would have understood the 

significance of the inclusion of imagery of Leda and the Swan, a satyr with a nude nymph and an 

oriental harem, all of which serve to heighten the sexual energy of the spaces. Nineteenth-

century maisons de luxes were known to display erotic art within their rooms as the 

establishments “deliberately sought to conjure up this erotic world of aristocratic privilege. In 

many maisons de luxes, walls were decorated with lithographic prints which called these 

fantasies to mind.”71 

In The Arcades Project, Walter Benjamin analyzes the compulsions of the collector and 

the need for completion: 

What is decisive in collecting is that the object is detached from all its original 
functions in order to enter into the closest conceivable relation to things of the 
same kind. This relation is the diametric opposite of any utility, and falls into the 
peculiar category of completeness. What is this “completeness”? It is a grand 
attempt to overcome the wholly irrational character of the object’s mere presence 
at hand through its integration into a new, expressly devised historical system: the 
collection. And for the true collector, every single thing in this system becomes an 
encyclopaedia of all knowledge of the epoch, the landscape, the industry and the 
owner from which it comes. It is the deepest enchantment of the collector to 
enclose the particular item within a magic circle, where, as a last shudder runs 
through it (the shudder of being acquired), it turns to stone.72 
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Benjamin speaks of collections as if they are menageries comprised of living, breathing 

creatures, beasts that fell prey to the ever-stalking collector. The collector is the hunter-gatherer 

of fin-de-siècle interiority. With this corporeality in mind, the connoisseur of erotica collected so 

as to vivify private desires that he was otherwise forced to conceal in the deepest recesses of his 

psyche. Given that “sexual attraction was believed to heighten the imagined animacy of objects 

even further,”73 it is easy to imagine how these men would have felt about their possessions and 

the pleasures, psychological and otherwise, said objects would have elicited. For the avid 

connoisseur, especially one preoccupied with erotica, I argue that the need for possessing a 

perfect collection went beyond mere objects and required a liveliness that inanimate articles 

simply could not provide. Woman was reduced and “fetishized as an erotic commodity or 

collector’s item within the fin-de-siècle Imaginary… feminine ‘charms,’ whether acquired for 

the household or the whorehouse, possessed and infected with erotomania the very master 

collector whose aloofness and control were believed to be impregnable.”74 The desire to collect, 

especially in relation to those who collected erotica, seems aptly to relate to the use of the female 

body as a physical embodiment of a collectable item. The prostitute by nature of her work was 

therefore a living bibelot who could be bought and used to act out the collector’s innermost 

urges. As such, the collector of erotica who also partook in the services offered by brothels 

would be precisely the type of person to utilize the maison de luxe. The most elite maisons de 

luxes in Lautrec’s Paris were Le Chabanais, Le Monthyon and 6 rue des Moulins, all of which 

neighboured the Opéra and the Bibliothèque Nationale. These brothels catered to an exclusive 

clientele of wealthy, bourgeois gentlemen, and the interiors were deliberately designed so that 
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these “men could fulfill erotic fantasies, satiate physical desires and see everywhere reflected the 

outwards signs of their own wealth and status.”75 In this way, the luxury brothel mimicked the 

bourgeois domestic space, with deliberate choices in art, furniture and décor to reflect taste and 

fortune. From boudoirs designed to replicate exotic lands and the construction of realistic indoor 

grottos to “erotic torture chambers, equipped with all the required implements,” the experiences 

on offer at these ostentatious establishments offered fantasy and escape in equal measure.76 The 

interior décor of luxury establishments was appropriately indulgent so as to cater to aristocratic 

desire and compete with other houses. Brothels were designed with specific architectural features 

to parallel the clientele they endeavoured to attract and, subsequently, “their different 

relationships with the outside world.”77 As such, mid-tier establishments included ground-floor 

taverns, known as estaminets, which “opened to the street,” while the most luxurious grande 

tolérance featured salons and were “completely closed off and shuttered.”78 The striking décor 

and varied experiences on offer at luxury houses provided the opportunity to extend one’s 

collection to include physical experiences. Sexual exploitation was cyclical in Paris. When the 

frenzied collector of erotica desired more, the bordello was always available as a place to 

transform desire into reality. Solicitation was a means of collecting women, for the commodified 

woman was objectified as erotica brought to life. Purchasing sex was “mere acquisition of a 

particular product,” but the maison de luxe provided for clients “access to an entire set of 

fantasies.”79 For this client, the independent prostitute only offered acquisition whereas an 

evening with a luxury brothel worker provided an entire experience, one removed from the 
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quotidian tedium of daily life. Benjamin writes that “possession and having are allied with the 

tactile, and stand in certain opposition to the optical. Collectors are beings with tactile 

instincts.”80 He further states that within the nineteenth-century vacuum of desire there exists two 

opposing figures: the flâneur and the collector, the former preoccupied with optics, the latter 

concerned with the tactile.81  

 A recurring motif throughout Elles is the mirror, in which the viewer only perceives 

immaterial outlines and shadows that allow for assumption: a bed here, a woman’s face there. 

The mirror not only adds to the viewer’s conception of the space and how Lautrec played with a 

flattened perspective, but also helps to identify these interiors as brothel spaces. Mirrors make an 

appearance in Woman at the Tub, Woman at Her Toilette, Washing Herself, Woman with Hand 

Mirror, Woman Combing Her Hair and Woman in Corset. One is even faintly present in the 

album’s cover and frontispiece. Woman at the Tub and Woman with Hand Mirror each include 

two mirrors. Much like the masterful inclusion of erotic art in the prints, the mirror functions as 

both a visual and symbolic device for understanding the spaces that Lautrec presents. It acts first 

as a clever motif to provide more depth and spatial information to the viewer in otherwise 

minimalistic compositions. Most importantly, the inclusion of mirrors serves to identify these 

rooms as brothel interiors: “The presence of a mirror in a [brothel] bedroom enabled the 

customer to witness a supposedly private spectacle in which the woman prepared herself to 

receive him or indulged in contemplating her own image.”82 Utilizing the mirror in this way 

manipulates the concept of what is private and what is public. Reflection was an erotic 

implement to further fetishize the space, ensuring that the client could watch the sexual act, thus 
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contributing a sense of voyeurism. Mirrors were often hung in multiples within bordello rooms 

to “create an illusion of multiplicity by reflecting and multiplying to infinity the gestures and 

view of bodies close together. This method was employed in the decoration of certain rooms 

used for prostitution, ‘fitted with mirrors up to the ceiling’.”83 The idea of the mirror as an object 

that plays with one’s sense of perspective nicely juxtaposes the way in which Lautrec created his 

spaces in Elles by manipulating planes and line work to make each composition appear flat and 

detailing only what he wanted the viewer to see.  

 For the avid collector of erotica, pornographic material was readily available for 

consumption in the form of photographs, prints and illustrations. Charles Bernheimer writes that 

such images placed the female subject in a subordinate role, positioning her as submissive to the 

dominance of male desire: 

Pornographic imagery is constructed to suggest woman’s desire to submit 
pleasurably to phallic power. She is seen as complicitous in the display of her 
sexuality, which is offered to the male viewer as a fantasized extension of his own 
erotic body, as a narcissistic gift. Thus if a woman is shown masturbating in a 
pornographic picture, she is not only the object of sadistic voyeurism but also of 
narcissistic identification, her orgasm becoming, in fantasy, a function of male 
self-enjoyment.84 

 
It is clear simply by viewing Elles that it was not created with the intention of being a 

pornographic body of work. Aside from the fact that none of the women in Elles are shown 

engaging in activities of sexual pleasure, it would be difficult for a viewer to engage in 

scopophilia with female bodies largely shielded from view. Lautrec portrays solitary moments of 

self-care to redefine the prostitute’s body from fetishized to normalized. Further demonstrating 

that Elles was not envisioned for pornographic enjoyment is its size. The average measurement 

of each sheet in Elles is 47 cm x 45 cm. Although this undoubtedly makes each print intimate in 
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that it could be held for close observation, it does make the works too large for onanistic 

gratification. In contrast, photographs and prints that were pornographic in nature were much 

smaller making them easier to both hold in one hand and slip away from view. 

In tandem with the curated inner space of the collector was the growing phenomenon of 

the cabinet, an interior turned “architectural fetish” that began its rise to prominence in bourgeois 

households during the eighteenth century.85 The cabinet was, in essence, an intensified form of 

collecting. Cabinets were not small repositories but often entire rooms in a home. They were 

spaces in which collections were initiated and refined, where “assembled treasures nested and 

multiplied,” playing home to “familiar icons, objets d’art and private papers, themselves invested 

in rarefied forms of eroticism.”86 During the fin-de-siècle, the erotic cabinet rose to prominence 

among collectors of sexually explicit bric-a-brac and other such erotica. In much the same way 

that the domestic interior consisted of diametric spaces according to gender, the cabinet served to 

further entrench male-female boundaries.87 Salaciously themed cabinets were surreptitious dens 

of debauchery, serving as intellectual brothels within the domestic sphere:  

Increasingly used as a viewing station for floor shows or provocative tableaux 
vivants, the cabinet became a consummate metonym for the maison close… itself 
already a subversive antiphrasis yoking the bourgeois notion of home to the 
morally tainted connotations of closet sexuality. As a spatial metaphor 
crisscrossing the high associations of connoisseur collecting with the low 
associations of the prostitute’s peep show, the cabinet thus broadly defined 
received a literary pedigree from, besides other, lesser-known writers, J.-K. 
Huysmans, the Goncourt brothers, Zola and Proust. Descriptions of the interior in 
the work of these authors demonstrates a disturbing set of slippages from object 
mania to erotomania, from household fetishism to brothel decadence, and from 
the medical genre of the doctor’s secret cabinet to the voyeuristic literary 
representation of prostitutional curiosities.88 
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It is here that I argue that the very nature of the print portfolio as an enclosed body of private 

works makes it a tangible paper cabinet. The impressions in print portfolios were generally not 

hung on walls for all to see. The collector would have had the portfolio hidden away on a shelf, 

within a drawer or perhaps somewhere even more secluded, only to be pulled out to consume in 

private moments of enjoyment. The process of looking within a printed album was in and of 

itself a private pleasure, requiring one to remove the sheets from their encasement, sit back and 

enter the illustrated narrative, looking closely at details that required a patient and well-trained 

eye. The print was the most appropriate media for “probing the darker side of solitude and 

privacy.”89 Indeed, Peter Parshall has described the collecting of prints as “the defining art of 

privacy.”90 It allowed one to appreciate subject matter that would otherwise seem improper or 

indecent if displayed or enjoyed more publicly. The best place for the committed collector to 

pore over his portfolios of prints was the study, itself known as the cabinet de travail.91 

Elles appropriately embodies the idea of the paper cabinet in its commitment to 

portraying privacy in its subject matter. The Seated Clowness and Woman with a Tray, Breakfast 

are the only lithographs within the portfolio to depict women meeting the viewer face-on; all 

other impressions instead show women from behind or in some variation of profile. This lack of 

facial confrontation contributes to the theme of intimacy in the portfolio. Perhaps it would have 

been too invasive to show these women forthright. Given the nature of their profession, the 

women may have requested anonymity or perhaps Lautrec made this choice of his own accord. 

Cha-U-Kao, Madame Baron and Mademoiselle Popo are the only recognizable characters within 

the suite as they were figures already known to Lautrec’s intended audience, for arguably the 
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buyer of the portfolio would also have been a client of the maison de luxe and would have known 

of Cha-U-Kao’s infamous performances. As for the other subjects in Elles, it is possible that 

Lautrec wanted brothel clients to understand them in the same way he did, as real women whose 

value was not restricted to the acts their bodies performed. Aside from Cha-U-Kao, who is 

already shown in full garb, each of the prints in Elles shows segments of daily routine completed 

in relative isolation as “the individual prepared in private to confront the gaze of others.”92 

Lautrec’s “elles” ready themselves in solitude—the only moments they would have to 

themselves in the brothel—and yet they are still exposed to the gaze of the collector, who 

himself would have perused these images in his own private room. This highlights the 

complexity of Elles. Although Lautrec renders these women in a humanizing manner, he exposes 

and exploits the only privacy they had. Therefore Elles, like the brothel itself, is both public and 

private. Lautrec witnessed and depicted flashes of mundane intimacy, a privilege other clients 

did not have (and likely would not have wanted). These captured moments distance these women 

from their sex work and show them as ordinary.  

 Interiority in the nineteenth century was a multifaceted phenomenon, one that was 

pursued through both “the architecture of the private house” and in “the obscurity of human 

consciousness.”93 With elaborate ornamentation and commitment to bourgeois interior décor, the 

maison de luxe embodied the complexities of interiority and became a pseudo-domestic space. 

Although these establishments were not considered bourgeois given the activities that took place 

within, their décor and the high-class clientele that they attracted certainly were bourgeois. 

Within these brothel interiors, public members entered to experience private pleasures; erotic 

collectors brought internalized desires to life; the women within were interior creatures on the 
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periphery of society. As “a public place that pretended to be a private interior, the brothel 

constituted the setting for the public woman’s private life.”94 Reflecting the dual nature of the 

brothel as an institution that personifies both privacy and publicness, the Elles suite represents 

women indoors, captured in intimate moments of silent reverie. Lautrec portrays these interiors 

as female-centric spaces by focusing on the experience of the female subject and by feminizing 

each space with careful use of effeminate elements of design such as objets d’art, textiles and 

pattern. Their actions may not be profound yet they are undoubtedly novel in that they present 

quiet intimacy rather than carnal intimacy in a domain otherwise associated with blatant 

sexuality. Lautrec’s use of the lithographic suite appropriately espouses intimacy due to the way 

in which it was meant to be consumed. In much the same way that Lautrec rose to prominence 

along with the upsurge of colour lithography, Japonisme and luxury brothel culture, “by 1900 the 

renaissance of lithography and the colour-printmaking movement had run their course… and 

with the death of Lautrec in 1901, a decade of extreme activity in printmaking had come to a 

close.”95 As Charles Bernheimer so aptly states, “strong women never conform to conventional 

ideals.”96 Neither Lautrec, in personality and artistic career, nor his female subjects in Elles 

conformed to popular convention. Lautrec cheekily repurposes the popular trope of the solitary 

woman within an interior by placing her in a new, sensual environment while still observing 

domestic practices, making Elles a unique and thoroughly modern body of work.  
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